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EST. 1973 – 2029, WE VOTE NONE OF THE ABOVE
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Commissioner: Matt Rectenwald
Vice Commissioner & Reviewer Extraordinaire: Aaron Weiner
League Director & Chief Muckraker: Kyle Stever
PR Director/Historian: Stephen Lane

LEAGUE AFFILIATES
North America
Brewster Baseball Association

CONTACT INFORMATION
Primary Website:: http://mbwba.whsites.net/
Forums: http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/phpBB3/index.php
Commissioner Email: mrectenwald@gmail.com
OOTP Forum Entry:
http://www.ootpdevelopments.com/board/ootp-17-online-leagues/267282-montybrewster-world-baseball-association.html

Here’s a clue: don’t try to tell any of us here in the BBA that our Out of the Park Baseball world
is anything but the real thing. At the time of this writing, we follow the church of version 17. No
more. No less. 17, got that? Feel free to check out the forums or our website. Listen to whatever
is going to happen with the Drew Zodcast. Partake of our world class writing, all of it except the
Genius’s stuff. You really can’t take any of that for gospel, though it might be worth a spit take
or two. Actually, we’re thinking he’s not actually real but no one can match his mental
acrobatics yet, so we’re really not sure.
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Brewster Strikes Again!
Expansion-minded Benefactor Moves Like a Silver Bullett

In 1973, a then 30 year old former minor league baseball player named Monty Brewster
inherited a fortune, and decided to form his own professional baseball league. No one thought his
new mission to “defeat the baseball system” would stand the test of time, but fifty-six seasons
later, Brewster is still having the last laugh. Now 86 years old but still very much involved in the
operations of the league, Brewster showed both his considerable clout and also his often
whimsical decision making style once again as the 2028 season came to a close.
Matthew Rectenwald was with Brewster in the beginning as he formed the league, and has
been tasked with running the leagues operation in one way or another ever since, now as the
Commissioner since the 1996 season. “Monty has been incredible to work with,” said
Rectenwald. “He’s always been generous with his millions whenever needed, and he’s never
been shy of making major moves on a moment’s notice, but we’ve never seen anything like this
before.”
Rectenwald may have understated his point. Brewster has made major moves quickly in the
past, most notably the formation of the European Baseball Alliance, but this move wasn’t major,
it was nuclear. “As I recall, he called me into his office on a Tuesday, and immediately told me
to call all of the Euro teams and tell them that they were all being folded, immediately,”
explained Rectenwald. “I was shocked, frankly,” continued Rectenwald. “We’d put so much
time and effort into that venture, and the teams were drawing well and getting good results for
the association in general. Monty was adamant, though.” After calling all of the European teams
and breaking the bad news, Rectenwald returned to Brewster’s office. “And then he really made
my head spin,” exclaimed the Commissioner. “He told me that we were expanding by four teams
and he already had the cities and nicknames picked out.” Always one to serve Monty Brewster
with aplomb, Rectenwald as the good soldier delivered the news and as he expected, the league
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freaked out. “They didn’t like the decision, the timing, the rules for player assignments to the
new teams, absolutely none of it,” recalled Rectenwald. “It was then that I went back to Monty
and explained, as gently as I could, that we needed to take a deeper look at how to best do this.”
The Commissioner was getting all of the heat. “That’s my job sometimes, to take the heat for
Monty,” deadpanned Rectenwald. “He’s earned the right to do things his own way, so if
outsiders want to say ‘Recte’s crazy’, then so be it.”
Finally, after many hours in Brewster’s office, the expansion plan was revised and brought
to the league with much better reception. “You won’t always get 100% approval of everyone, but
the second time around was much better,” Rectenwald said. “There were still some detractors,
but as we actually approach the season and looking at the state of these four new franchises, I
feel even more comfortable with the decisions we made and I would be willing to stick my neck
out there and say that those four General Managers feel pretty good about where they’re at as
expansion franchises as well.”
A quick look at the general state of each of the four expansion franchises as we enter the
2029 season in what is now known as The Brewster Baseball Association:
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FINAL 2028 STANDINGS
FRICK LEAGUE
Atlantic
Atlantic City
Montreal
Carolina
Havana

99-64
98-65
74-88
56-106

Midwestern
New Orleans
Birmingham
Des Moines
Indy

96-66
75-87
71-91
69-93

Pacific
Las Vegas
Calgary
Seattle
Tucson

106-56
85-77
84-78
71-91

FL Geoghegan Round
Montreal 2 – Calgary 0
FL Doubleday Series
Las Vegas 4 – Montreal 2
New Orleans 4 – Atlantic City 1
FL Cartwright Cup
New Orleans 4 – Las Vegas 3
Landis Memorial Series
Huntsville 4
New Orleans 1
JL Cartwright Cup
Huntsville 4 – Louisville 3
JL Doubleday Series
Huntsville 4 – Yellow Springs 3
Louisville 4 – Vancouver 1
JL Geoghegan Round
Yellow Springs 2 – California 0
Atlantic
Louisville
Jacksonville
Brooklyn
Halifax

78-84
77-85
72-90
66-96

Midwestern
Huntsville
Yellow Springs
Madison
Omaha

101-61
89-73
79-83
75-87

JOHNSON LEAGUE

Pacific
Vancouver
California
Hawaii
Valencia

95-67
86-76
83-79
75-87
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EBA 2028
Jeff Palin Sits Down With Dug Riddler to Review

The Demise of a Perfectly Good
Little Baseball League
Jeff Palin and Dug Riddler are sitting in the Twin Cities offices at 1am. Mr. Palin
looks at the bottle of Wild Turkey in front of them, shakes it...empty...opens the desk
drawer and out pops another bottle of Wild Turkey.
JP: Dug, I think we better switch to Wild Turkey Sours. Go in the kitchen and grab
taller glasses, the ice and the sour.
DR: Who drinks Wild Turkey Sours?
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JP: I do Dug. And after tonight, so will you.
DR: Eh...no point in arguing.
<Dug comes back and Mr. Palin doles out the concoction...it's a tough one: about 3/5 sour to 2/5
Wild Turkey and drop in as much ice as you want>
JP: So, Dug, tomorrow is freakin' Saturday and we got nothing to do but wait on this
green apple to ripen, so why don't you tell me your EBA story? I mean, how the hell
did you get that job anyway?
DR: I don't know Mr. Palin. You're going to ridicule me. Top me off. Damn, don't
forget the sour. That's good shit right there.
JP: I can't have you passing out on me Dug. I want to hear this shit. I can't believe any
Commissioner would call your dumb ass before calling me.
DR: Hey, I can sit here and drink all night. I don't have to talk.
JP: Whatever Dug. I want to hear it.
DR: Alright. So, you had just got your dumb ass
shit-canned from the GUBA, and let's be honest,
that was a blessing for you. You and that prick
Commissioner were going to go at it the entire
time you were in that league.
JP: Shut the fuck up Dug about the Guba. I had
that team turning and now Goldie is benefiting
from it in all likelihood. Goldie is a dude man, but
son of a bitch I had that thing turning. It was
probably the worst team I've ever seen or taken
over, worse than the current River Monsters, and I
had it turning. I HAD IT FUCKING TURNING
DUG! I DID!
DR: No doubt that you did and quite honestly you
can turn a turd into a polished turd better than
anyone I know.
Oddly, Riddler was unemployed at the time

JP: What's that supposed to mean?
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DR: You can turn a franchise around but in the meantime you wear out your welcome
with the other General Managers and the Commissioner.
JP: Whatever Dug. I tell the truth and I stand behind it. Me and Rectenwald are cool.
I like the owners here. Not much of a welcome, but I think I've grown on them.
Damnit Dug, EBA...I want to hear about it. We only have half a bottle left and when
it gets light I think we should do some target shooting at those damn gophers in the
back lot.
DR: Fine, fucking EBA...I was looking for a job, any job. You took off after Mary
Jane and left me in Portland. I had no car, very little money...thanks for that. What
happened with Mary Jane anyway?
JP: Ask Richard Smoker.
DR: Big Dick?
JP: Dug...<Mr. Palin rises from his chair with his fists clenched>
DR: I got you. Another time. <Mr. Palin drops back into his seat, catching his drink as it
slides off the desk. The corners of his mouth curl up into a bit of a smile>
JP: Did you see that Dug?
DR: You want to hear this or not?
JP: Carry on tough guy, but that was some shit right there.
DR: So I heard about this shitty independent league that needed GM's. I
begged for the job. I told them you would have nothing to do with it and
Billy Hillfinder and Mary Jane Pleasant would not be allowed to be on team
property. Recte said that was fine and how much worse could Madrid be
than they were without a GM.
JP: You proved him wrong there.
DR: You are such an ass.
JP: You got that right. I'm not an asshole, just an ass. Remember that.
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DR: You are ate up. So all was going well. I was signing guys and the
team was looking good and suddenly this damn comedian from
Canada comes along and is given a team.
JP: Canadians...humor...ironic isn't it?
DR: So, anyway, all the other GM's are salivating over this guy like he's pickled
Northern Pike or some shit. And the guy is suddenly all active and handing out cash
to players like it's free candy.
JP: Is that when you started having sex with 2-3 bulls a day.
DR: That's so disgusting. 2-3 in a day? Despicable...
JP: Seriously? The 2-3 a day is despicable? Seriously?
DR: Moving along...I started a rivalry, I mean I was #1 on the list of next GM's to hit
the big time in the MBWBA until "comical" Adam Dee came along. He started doing
interviews with other owners and shit like that. I don't do that. I work. You know me.
He stole my thunder and then suddenly the season starts and he's gone. I call over
there to see what's going on and it just rings and rings and nobody answers. I called
weekly for months and nothing. I mean, still the Commissioner and the owners still
couldn't wait to give him a GM job in the MBWBA. He was like some sort of comical
God...
JP: Meanwhile, your team was doing worse than it did without a GM the year before.
DR: Yeah...no kidding. I tried everything. Total underachievement. I was so
pissed. Then there's Muncheon...you know the damn team with the 5th best
record in the league that goes to the championship round. Jiminy Hopkins
or some shit. Who has a name like that? And that logo, seriously? A fat
guy swinging a bat. Looked a lot like their GM to me.
JP: Is there a point Dug?
DR: Just venting. Madrid started turning it around and ran out of time. We finished
with the 4th best record in EBA but didn't make the playoffs because Muncheon won
their division with their crappy ass record.
JP: What was your record Dug?
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DR: I don't know. I went to look back and try and piece everything back together and
it's like the EBA has vanished into thin air. I'm just so happy that Belfast fell on their
face in the playoffs. All these freakin' MBWBA, at the time, GM's gushing over this
guy, and predicting he would win in a basic snooze-fest and he doesn't even make the
finals. Congrats to fucking Paris for knocking him down.
JP: At least you aren't bitter Dug.
DR: I'm bitter alright. I did things the right way man. And none of it worked. And
then, I became an aspiring AGM with Madison...and suddenly out of nowhere here
comes comical Dee whining about expansion and the Commisioner eats it up like
white fish right out of Wisconsin. And I'm thinking, now's my big opportunity and
what happens? They bypass me completely and reach out to you to come in and do
what you do...start another dynasty and never finish it I guess...what am I in all this?
JP: Dug, you work for me. It's just like old times.
DR: But, what does that even mean?
JP: You're my boy Dug. <shakes 2nd empty bottle> I'm outta Wild Turkey, but I got this
here Leroux Blackberry Brandy. Let's go shoot some gophers. You miss, you do a
shot.
<with that Mr. Palin twists off the cap and tosses it across the room>
Cap is gone, now we shoot and don't stop till it's gone.
DR: Gitty 'up.
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Rodeo

"What am I doing here?" wonders the thirty-five year-old as he re-arranges various
items in his locker. "Is this a waste of time?" he ponders. "The short half of a DH
platoon on a team going nowhere? Is that what I have left? I don't need the money."
The Rialto, CA native remembers a time that seems ages ago, but somehow feels
like it should have only been last week. It is as though time has been stolen from him.
"Where did it go wrong? When I was drafted, I couldn't believe the luck. Who would
have thought they would get to play for the team they rooted for growing up, a team
that just reeled off eight straight playoff appearances. I was going to write the next
chapter."
He recalls his first year in the minors, talking up the older guys on the bus, looking
for any edge he could get. He remembers the scouts telling him to ignore the
numbers, work on his swing. He could strike out five times and be happy if he felt he
was getting better. And get better he did. That second year he tore through rookie ball
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and stopped for five games in A ball. He knows that number. Only five games. He
remembers because he couldn't believe how easy it was. That was supposed to be a
big step, but it was so EASY! Double A was no challenge either. For a moment, he
feels the excitement of a much younger man, a much less worn, much less defeated
man. The thrill! Knowing you had the talent was one thing, but proving in on the field
was something else. It was going to happen! He would make it to the Brewster. It was
only a matter of time.
Sure enough, after just a month of scorching AAA pitching, he got the phone call
he'd dreamed of since childhood. The next bit he doesn't really remember. The
remainder of the year is a whirlwind. There was so much more to learn. Minor league
baseball didn't even compare. But he does remember the joy, the confidence that he
could DO this!
"What happened to that confidence?" muses the older man who still sits in front
of a cluttered locker. He was, in fact right. He did play at a high level in the most
prestigious baseball league in the world. He won the award for being the best left
fielder in his league one year. It wasn't even his best year. Somewhere he lost it.
Somewhere something went horribly wrong.
He's not sure when the feeling of hopelessness started, when the joy and optimism
soured. As his career blossomed, the franchise he loved as a child floundered. Eight
straight years in the playoffs, followed by eight straight losing seasons (ten if you
count the years he was in the minors).
He knows his performance started to
falter. He never understood why. He'd
never been hurt. No one seemed to
think his tools had suffered. Coaches
and scouts still praised him for how he
lead by example. First one in, last one
out, day after day. Win or lose. It didn't
matter. The bitterness of that
clubhouse still lingers in his throat.
Management had run that team into
the ground. "Never should have
moved to the desert," he mutters.
"Of course, at least those teams
were trying to win," he says to his
jacket as he pulls it off the hanger. He
didn't think much of it at the time, but
after two forgettable stops with
rebuilding franchises over the next
three years, he knows when he started
to feel like a loser. Maybe even a curse.
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It sure seemed to help the club in Yellow Springs make the playoffs for the first time
in six year when they jettisoned him mid-season.
The next year was tough. "I thought I was done," he thinks, walking toward the
parking lot. He never expected to be out of the league, never having played a single
postseason game by the time he was thirty-two. He didn't expect that offer from
Belfast either. Expected even less to take it. He told his friends back home how the
European league had rekindled his love for the game, because he knew that's what
they wanted to hear. "I just don't know how to do anything else," he admits to himself
as he opens the door to the lot, the bright desert sun forcing him to squint.
An expansion team. He's managed to make it back to the league he once loved by
the most unlikely of routes. "What's the point?" he asks aloud. He's thirty-five and on
a team full of has beens and untried, unready kids. "I could just go home, forget the
travel, forget the frustration."
Fulton Reed is waiting for him by his car. The two struck up an unlikely friendship
in their year with the Belfast Northstars. Reed, the quiet, laid back, cerebral giant from
the midwest. "Couldn't care less about who he plays for or what they pay him," he
thinks, "If I don't know why I'm still playing, then no one has ANY idea why he is."
"Pretty nice spring you had, buddy," comments the big power hitter as he draws
closer. "Some of those other fossils have been talking about how you were a decent
hitter back in the day, last time you were in the desert." The old ballplayer winces. No
way Reed knows about how that team fell apart,
made all his achievements seem to fade away
with any chance he ever had of playing for a
winner. Reed couldn't know how he could never
shake the feeling that HE was somehow
responsible. He realizes Reed is still talking,
"...nice to have another shot, right?" William
"Dinnerplate" McIntyre looks up at his friend
and smiles, "You know what big guy, it is." As
he gets in the car he goes on, "There used to be
another team in Phoenix called the Talons.
Moved to Yellow Springs right before I got in
the league. Retread team for a couple of
retreads like us. Perfect fit."
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Welcome to the Projection Room
Wherein…

Here’s the thing: Prognosticator extraordinaire Aaron Weiner was cold-cocked by a
renegade band of 12 year olds just before he was supposed to go into his usual Trance
of Perfect Seeing, and, well, something went wrong. Haywire, you know? He just kind
of sat there mumbling “Just draft Van Mierlo, goddamnit,” over and over while the
double-bubble juice glistened off his chewing little lips.
So, you know what happens when Plan A fails, right? Of course you do. Plan B comes
in and everything just goes straight to hell and a handbasket. Or at least to Tucson,
where they don’t even play baseball anymore fer cryin’ out loud.
That’s our way of saying we reached down into the minors and called up Ron Collins
to do the dirty work this year. So, yeah, it’s gonna suck, but whaddaya do? Just wait
for next year, we guess.
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2029 JOHNSON LEAGUE ATLANTIC
Montreal
Atlantic City
Brooklyn
Carolina
Jacksonville
Charm City
Halifax

W
103
90
87
80
73
71
65

PROJECTED STANDINGS
L
PCT
GB
59
.635
72
.556
13
75
.537
16
82
.494
23
89
.451
30
91
.438
32
97
.401
28

2028
98-65
99-64
72-90
74-88
77-85
NA
66-96

RS
837
954
753
787
708
NA
687

The new and improved Johnson League
Atlantic Division is comprised of three
“original members” in Brooklyn, Halifax,
and Jacksonville, and new guys in the form
of former Frick Atlantic members Atlantic
City, Montreal, and Carolina. Then there’s
the obligatory expansion gang, Charm City,
otherwise known as Baltimore.
Expect this to be the most “offensive” of
divisions, as the ballparks will play to
hitters more than any other. Also, expect
Montreal to manhandle this group, at least
early. The Blazers are almost on cruise
control right now, and are really the only
team in the division that seems to be either
ascending or at their peak. Brooklyn isn’t as bad as they played last year, and Atlantic City isn’t
as good. Oddly, while we project Atlantic City to be the stronger of the true contenders, if one of
either the Robins or the Gambles raise up to contend, it may well be Brooklyn as they rebound
from a disastrous 2028.
Carolina and Jacksonville are the wild cards here—meaning we don’t know what to do with
them. The Kraken should rebound, but how far? The Hurricanes appear to be playing both sides
of the fence, and we worry because that never seems to work out. Then there’s Halifax. The
Hawks fans are going to suffer through another tough seasons, probably more. If it’s any
consolation, they won’t be the only team to get beat by an expansion franchise.
Given that the top three of each division go to the post season, the selections are obvious:
Montreal gets the by bid, Atlantic City go play the wild cards.

RA
641
731
812
866
772
NA
833

ATLANTIC CITY GAMBLERS
General Manger: Ryan Scott
2028:

2029 Projection:

99-64, Won Frick Atlantic, Lost in Doubleday

90-72

The end to the season obviously
wasn't what we were hoping for,
as we got trucked by the
Crawdads in 5 games. But
considering that we've struggled
to get out of the mud with two
straight 76 win seasons, I'll take
99 and a division title.
Post subject: Boardwalk Empire
#5 2028: Gamblers Win FLA With
Hot Finish

So the Gamblers somehow found a way to win 99 games last season.
Big freaking deal.
Then they went out and signed this guy named Valeri and the whole
damned town took to dancing around like it was New Year’s and
someone drew to an inside straight flush. I mean, who celebrates
signing some dude with a girl’s name, right? Valerie Carmelsomething or another. Sounds like a pop princess.

Then there’s the whole Mingo Boone thing. One day he’s with the
team, the next day he’s not. Then he is and then he isn’t, and the
commish comes in and finally waves that big magic stogie of his, and just like that, the 36-year-old Ace
is back in Atlantic City and throwing that fastball/curveball/slider collection of his like it’s boxcars every
damned time.
What kind of an off-season operation are you running here, Mr. Ryan, that’s what we wanna know? Yo u
got the Russian mob working for you, or something? You drop a pair of upside down 6’s last year, and
next thing you know you’ve got fans thinking you’re actually going to win something. But here’s full-on
truth of the matter, the Gamblers look to have a pair of aces up, and they got the Jack of All Trades in
the Girl-Dude as a kicker, but not a lot of aces in the hole. At least it looks that way to us. Let’s call that
rotation “Boone and Rin, then three days of sin.”
Oh, all right, Cannon can throw a little bit (by the way, why is this guy named cannon? His fastball
wouldn’t break my mother’s tea set). And at least Paez has a few pitches. Maybe the kid Sutton will hold
off the opposition a bit. And, all right, you picked up the Chavez dude last deadline and couldn’t deal
him away, so you have to settle for an elite closer (yeah, we know he’s hurtin’, but he’ll be back, right?)
Oh, all right, you traded his behind right off to Long Beach. Lucky him. But what the hell else you got
out there, eh?
Antonio Sanchez at first, you say? Fair enough, I guess. I mean, the kid’s 31 and he put up 5.8 WAR last
year. Hard to argue about that kinda firepower. And Rafael Bido, of the 39 homers and 5.6 WAR. Well, I
guess that might just cause a little celebrating. But what else ya got in the hole there?
Valeri. Hmmm…well, she is pretty good, I guess.
All right, we get it. Box cars, all the way down.
Projection: 90-72

MONTREAL BLAZERS
General Manger: John Callahan
2028:

2029 Projection:

98-65, 1st Frick Wildcard, Lost in Doubleday

103-59, 1st

Plus....Driscoll was one of Stu's
custom ammy's...so how good
could he really be?
Post subject: Re: Montreal - Des
Moines

Bottom line: the Blazers should win this division. It’s just flat-out
theirs to lose, at least. Damned Canadians. Don’t they know this is
America’s favorite pastime? Crap, go back to Curling, why don’t ya?
Anyway, the rotation—Leon Flores (24), Alex Lopez (24), Luis Soto
(30), Jorge Stanza (32), and Cam Palacios (? 24) is young and more
than solid. The pen, with guys like Dillon Young, Steve Russell, Luis
Cuevas, and…man, I’m getting tired typing all these names. I gotta
rest. <puts hand over heart> “I’m coming to join you Eizabeth.” (extra
bonus point to anyone who gets that reference)

All right, I’m better.
If you get the idea these guys can throw a bit, you’re about right. These guys are pitching like Charlie
Sheen in an early episode of “Two and a Half Men.”
The team poured 837 runs across the plate last year, and they won’t be much worse in 2029. At least
that’s what this crystal lamp says when I rub it hard.
Jarad Gilstrom alone did 8.1 WAR at age 24, so it’s like he’s just getting started. Then you got Santana
playing lead guitar right there beside him. (My favorite is probably still Black Magic Woman, but the cat
can play and play, so don’t really matter to me, am I right?). If 25-year-old 1B Cisco Guerrero ever
learns how to take a walk, he might do 10 WAR. I mean, what a freaking nightmare, eh?
Juan Fernandez did almost 4 WAR. Dani Lopez has done 4.1 from the DH slot.
They added Oliver Carmona last year, and he dropped a career worst 1.6 WAR. What are the chances he
does worse next year?
Yeah… none. Those are the chances.
All we can say f or sure is thank Zeus that the Blazers play in a dome because baseball in October is
going to get awfully damned cold.
So, yeah…cutting to the chase.
Projection: 103-59, first in Johnson Atlantic

JACKSONVILLE HURRICANES
General Manager: Tyler Simmons
2028:
77-85, 2

nd

2029 Projection:

Place, JL Atlantic

Not sure how I just realized this,
but my triple A team(SF Doves)
have rolled off 17 straight wins
and 25/27 since August 13. I
think it might be time to make a
few more September call ups.
Heck, I should call up the whole
team. Maybe they can win the
JLA.
Post subject: Re: 2028, Sim #16
Chatter

73-89

Holy crap did we get screwed on that vote.
Let’s go back in time just a little bit and see that the ownership of what
is now known as the Hurricanes, but was once just a nice bunch of
“mind-yer-own-business” Moonshiners threw themselves on the
mercy of the courts and asked all the other GMs to help him decide
where to pick up and move the whole danged franchise.
Yellow Springs, being a player’s franchise, voted Jacksonville so that
their Dominican guys had a place to go that was closed to home. Once
the team is embedded in that money house of FLA, what happens? We
get kicked outta the Frickin League…er, into the Frick League.

Whatever.
Honestly, this looks like a team in flux, a team that’s in the middle of a rebuild that’s been cut in a
hundred places, shot in a couple a more. The Hurricanes have the youth—Norris Rutlage is as good as it
comes in a 23-year-old package. Lloyd Braun should be a fixture at shortstop for a while. Vincente
Chavez can play a good bit, and at 21 he can finally drink legally in the hotel bar rather than having his
ex-Moonshiners cop him a bevvy on the sly. Their pitching is mostly old, though—and especially their
good pitchers, or at least their best ones. “Solving” this issue by bringing in 39-year-old Dieter Hartinger
on a multi-year contract is the kind of thing that makes more knowledgeable fans go “huh.”
And us, too. Not that Yellow Springs wanted Hartinger on a one-season deal. Not at all. Damned
Moonshiners. They kick your butt coming and going, and still don’t win a lick.
Our best guess for this approach is that GM Tyler Simmons is positioning himself for a deadline
extravaganza that could see guys like Hartinger, Angel Ramirez, and Ramon Farias (if he can be
moved), moved. For guys who will line up to make the next wave into a tsunami…which to us looks to be
at least another season or two away, given the status of the minor league system, which is A-Ball and
AA-Ball heavy..
So, no, we’re not too spun up about this year’s Hurricane season. Even the schedule isn’t lined up for
this club, as they will open with 9 games on the road against Atlantic City and New Orleans. In fact, the
team plays most of April on the road--. It won’t be bad enough to call for evacuation protocol, but we’re
thinking the weather is calling for pain.
Projection: 73-89

CAROLINA KRAKEN
General Manager: Aaron Weiner
2028:

2029 Projection:

74-88, 3 Place, FL Atlantic

80-82

rd

It's bad enough that I wouldn't
even be leading the JL Atlantic.
Post subject: Re: 2028, Sim #16
Chatter

The bottom fell out of the Carolina season in 2028 faster than a Billy
Chappel, Jr. curveball, and that should astound almost everyone
(nothing astounds the Genius, but that’s mostly because he’s not
paying attention).
Seriously.

The Kraken hadn’t been below .500 since before David Bowie died.
They had that fantastic rotation set, and a bunch of guys who could
hit. They were coming off an 89 win season (though admittedly their
pyth projection said they were an 84 win club). And, yet, there they
are in the history books, 74-88, 24 and a half games back and listening to the Playoff Nazi scream “No
Wild Card For You!” at the top of his lungs.
Carolina fans were stunned.
Fathers called into work sick in order to gather their emotions. Wives bemoaned the lack of a serious
double play combination up the middle. College students protested that home plate should be
considered a Safe Zone, and kids took matters into their own hands and kidnapped GM Aaron Weiner
in order to school him on how to keep his focus.
We’re not sure it worked.
The Kraken signed relievers Fernando Riviera and Daniel Ocean. Otherwise they’re bringing back the
gang. Chappel and Rafael Mata will be key arms, which are a good place to start. Juan Lopez can still
pitch a little, though he’s getting long in the tooth. Gustavo De La Torre had had success before, but not
for a number of years. Still, scouts king of love him, so who knows, right? The bullpen seems passable
on a good enough day.
Of course, any team with Frank Thomas on it is going to score runs. They managed 787 last year in a
tough season, and with catcher Juan Castillo dropping his usual 5ish WAR and a bounce-back season
from Ron Whitney (his 1.9 WAR last year was about half of expectation) would go a long way toward
helping. If 23-year-old Jose Rodriguez matches his 3.7 WAR of last year, the Kraken offense should be
darn-well released again.
Still, you wonder, right? What happened? How do we deal with this weirdness that was Carolina of
2028? For us, I guess it comes down to a big shrug and a guess.
Prediction: 80-82

BROOKLYN ROBINS
General Manager: Alan Ehlers
2028:

2029 Projection:

72-90, 3 Place JL Atlantic

87-75

rd

The Robins front office was
convinced that if they brought in
the Russian Rogers Hornsby,
that it would be a match made in
heaven.
Post subject: Robins Roundup
2028v5

children, that’s for sure.

If you’re a Robin fan, this fall had to be like you were one of the guys
waking up in that “Hangover” movie. What the hell happened? Why is
the whole team sporting matching “Loser” tattoos? And why does Sam
Adams have a hole where his teeth used to be?
These are all great questions.
Brooklyn went from Landis champs in 2026, to runaway division
winners in 2027, to projected division winners in 2028, only to hit the
Helevator’s down button and crash to a horrific 72-90 record. No
playoffs. No party. A million fewer groupies. It was not a sight for

A deep-dive analysis shows that the Brooklyn offense scored a turgid 753 runs. Not great, but enough to
win a little, while the pitching gave away 812 runs, which by our advanced use of mathematics tells us is
5.01 runs per game. Therefore, the experts at our shops suggest that the problem might have been the
staff. Don’t try this at home, gents, it’s complicated.
Apparently, the team’s front office didn’t really agree, because their main action this off season was to
pick up 1B Edgardo Jaso, a guy who hasn’t posted a season above a 1 WAR since his time in Europe
(where I here they no longer play baseball). Of course, the issue could be that things are a bit more
complicated than even our own complex studies allow us to see. There could, for example, be injuries.
And indeed is appears that GM Allan Ehlers worked a deal to staff up the rotation with Domingo
Castillo last season that means the rotation will consist of the still amazing Rick Ward, Castillo, and the
firm of Jose and Jose (Garcia and Morales). Miguel Dezgado shouldn’t suck. A scan of the bullpen
shows that it seems the entire pen took a full run back in their ERAs last season—a fact that I’m sure
was an agenda item of much discussion between Ehlers and pitching coach Terciero Oson during their
three day summit in the off season.
The hitters, too, seem set.
Sure, the bat is a little soft in centerfield, but such is the league. Everywhere else, you’ve got a man who
knows how to handle the old lumber, if you know what I mean. Holden Blackwell is a star, and Sunshine
Rodriguez is still $18M worth of elite. These guys should score runs.
So, yes, it probably makes sense that Ehlers held mostly pat.
Well, it sounds good on paper anyway.
Projection: 87-75

HALIFAX HAWKS
General Manager: Tim Meseck
2028:

2029 Projection:

66-96, 4 Place JL Atlantic

65-97

th

The Halifax Hawks are having
another rough season. Team
morale is in the shitter and the
pitching woes continue. Fans
have been looking for bright
spots where they can and hope
for any reason to come out to the
ballpark.
Post subject: Hawks Nest, v28.1
- Hack Sturdivant

Halifax is having clubhouse issues?
Well, duh.
The team has been in a death spiral of losing since winning 89 games
in 2024, tallying 82, 75, 72, and finally 66 last season. It’s like the
water torture of death, right? The sloe gin fizz falling to mediocrity.
The fact that they were only 12 games from the playoffs serves to (1)
make matters worse, and (2) mask the level of the problem.

In response, GM Tim Meseck is taking the “if it moves, change it”
approach to building the team. Can’t hurt, we always say. This off season has seen the team intake five
guys from Vancouver (Stelio Kontos, Jorge Martinez, and center fielder Frank Thomas among them),
and three from Twin Cities, including catcher Jacky Voorneveld, who will attempt to replace that
Hinson cat everyone was so high on before (hey, the team lost 96 games with Hinson, they can do it
again without him).
All total, they’ve brought in 9.5 WAR according to OOTP. At only the cost of 12.3 WAR.
I guess they’re going to make up the difference in volume?
To be honest, we think Meseck is basically doing a tear-down, but it’s a little hard to tell. Call it a stealth
tear-down. A witch hunt based presumably on finding the one bad apple that results in the slow and
methodical transition out of every player on the team until it’s discovered that the bad apple was … well
… everyone. It makes us wonder how long guys like 33 year-old starter Martin Lewis, 32-year-old Jorge
Martinez, and 34 year-old J. J. Abrams are going to be around. It might be wise if each of them had a
bag packed, and standing at the front door, just in case.
If this is the case, the good news is that while there is little in the Hawk minor league system that
screams “future superstar,” there are a lot of players there that look like solid contributors. So at the end
of the day we say go ahead and do your sloe-gin tear-down. Mix and match all the pieces, and in a year
of three we’ll see who is remaining and watch how they merge with the kids coming up.
How about that, eh? Sounds like a plan. Just please pass the popcorn. I’m getting hungry.
Prediction: 65-97

CHARM CITY JIMMIES
General Manager: Brandon Slouck
2028:

2029 Projection:

Did Not Play

71-91

So I suppose this means the BBA has finally gotten its first official case
of the crabs.
Reserved
Post subject: Charm City
Jimmies Complete History

Yes, I went there.
You know you were going there, too. It was just a matter of time—less
for some of you, sure, but you were all getting there eventually. So let’s
not go blaming me for your own shortcomings. Yes, that’s what she
said.

We can go on like this all night, but technically we’ve got a baseball
team to review somewhere in here, and we intend to get to it sometime soon.
It seems to be general consensus that the Charm City Jimmies are going to be the best of the expansion
teams straight out of the gate. This is, perhaps, like saying Wendy’s is the most nutritious of the fast
food groups, but it is what it is. GM Brandon Slouck has been hard at work, and Baltimore is all the
better for it. Perhaps the most important enticement they’ve made is to note that Ballpark Jimmies will
be served with buttery dipping sauce, an announcement that raised season ticket sales by 8%.
On the field the Jimmies are going to roll out a major league rotation, though it will be manned by guys
you might usually see in the #3 and #4 slots rather than anyone who you might think of as a stopper. If
they can make it to the bullpen, though, one thinks things will start looking a little better. Felipe Soto is
a world class closer, and guys like Francisco Rodriguez, Tim Pacheco and Wilmot Schlondorff might
douse a few fires. The problem, of course, is that only the rotation can prevent forest fires, and we’re
projecting the rotation’s going to start more than a few.
The Jimmies are also going to score a few runs.
Brian Whitten is probably not the star everyone thought he would be, but at 29, he can hit. Don Logan
and Jeffrey Verkade are coming over from the EBA to try their wares, and they look solid. Young
Desiderius Kirshblau also looks like the real deal, and we hear Daniel van Halen plays a mean blues
guitar.
There are, of course, some holes. Some empty shells, as you might say. Defensively, the team may not be
as strong up the middle as you would like, and given Slouck’s focus on the big league team, their minors
aren’t as deep as some of the other expansion franchises. But what the hell, eh? They’re going to be fun
to watch.
Prediction: 71-91

2029 JOHNSON LEAGUE SOUTHERN
Las Vegas
Huntsville
New Orleans
Hawaii
Birmingham
Phoenix
Havana

W
103
98
90
82
70
66
32

PROJECTED STANDINGS
L
PCT
GB
59
.636
64
.605
5
72
.556
13
80
.513
21
92
.432
33
96
.407
37
130
.198
71

2028
106-56
101-61
96-66
83-79
75-87
NA
56-106

RS
972
837
884
736
631
NA
595

Let’s see … how about we take three of the hottest teams in the whole of the BBA, mic them
together with a couple of our stalwart organizations, and then throw in a couple guys who can’t
take a five game series from a good high school team?
Sounds like fun, right?
Wow. This is a blockbuster of a division as it
stands now. Las Vegas and Huntsville are the last
two Landis Winners, and New Orleans has been
to the series in two of the last three seasons. While
they’ve slumped a bit since, Hawaii won it all
four seasons past. Clearly the Johnson Southern is
the division to beat. On the other hand, maybe
they’ll just beat themselves up and leave the
spoils for the rest. I know, don’t bet the ranch.
One group that this division will most certainly be
beating the holy bejeebies out of are the two guys
at the bottom. Phoenix, and especially Havana
(who may be the worst team in all of the BBA)
are going to get skinned alive. But the teams you
probably have to feel sorriest for are Hawaii and
Birmingham, who might actually have decent
years in a bit shallower competition.
Anyway, Vegas gets that automatic bid and the
Phantoms and Crawdads go play their way into
further post season happiness.

RA
666
654
735
667
697
NA
885

LAS VEGAS HUSTLERS
General Manger: Matt Rectenwald
2028:

2029 Projection:

106-56, 1 Place FL Pacific, Lost Cartwright

103-59

st

And there was much rejoicing!
The 2028 Ammy Draft actually
contained REAL talent! Players
who would be more than just
"maybe" prospects or minor
league filler. The Hustlers
system needed a draft like this

The rule, when you go to Vegas, is this: Don’t bet against the house. In
the BBA, that means you consider Commissioner Matt Rectenwald’s
team to be a threat every year. Which makes sense. The Hustlers have
won their division nine of the past twelve years, and took home the
Landis in 2027.

This season they added back Gary Estes, which some considered a
Post subject: (+) WHIV 2028.9heartwarming move made merely to bring the family home again, but
The Las Vegas 2028 Ammy
let’s face it, we’re talking about Gary Estes here, a splendid lefty with
Draft!
175 career wins and a likely a few good years left. He’ll be joining a
rotation with Javier Tonche, Philip Morris, and Mike Bailey. Number
five will probably be Salvador Barron, who won 10 games last year between Brooklyn and Vegas.
Ed Staples will close. His ERA last season was 1.88. Augusto Cruz and Ricardo Valera will set-up. This is
like having three closers, really. If you’re not ahead after 6 innings against the Hustlers, you’re probably
not winning, and let’s face it, you’re not going to be ahead of the Hustlers after six innings.
Part of this is that the Hustler offense starts with Alfredo Martinez, who is arguably the best player in
the league right now (he just posted 7.4WAR in a down year at age 23, ya’ll), and then runs through
Ernesto Chavez, Hank Brewer, Gervasio Riddler, and Jack Gulliver. You want to know how good the Las
Vegas lineup is? Mark Freakin’ Stuart is hitting 7th. Shortstop Omar Aparicio is hitting 9th. He posted
3,1 WAR last year. The backup shortstop, Alfredo Bermudez, dropped 2.3 WAR.
I hope you’re getting the idea here.
Yes, this is a super division right now. Huntsville is great. New Orleans is a monster. But, seriously …
You don’t run with scissors. You don’t take glass into the pool area, and you don’t bet against these guys
unless you’re dumber than a box full of Jessica Simpsons.
We may not be Aaron Weiner’s quality, but we’re not as dumb as a box full of Jessica Simpsons.
Prediction: 103-59, 1st in the division

HUNTSVILLE PHANTOMS
General Manger: Kyle Stever
2028:

2029 Projection:

101-61, 1st Place JL Midwest, Won Landis Cup
The opening month is now
officially in the books with the
Huntsville Phantoms sitting at
21-6 - 6 games up in the JLM
(over YS) and 2.5 games up on
the second place team in the
MBBA (MON). Clearly, this is
exactly how we drew it up.
Post subject: 28.9. Just How We
Planned It

Back when I turned 40, I was in Huntsville with about 40 elementary
school kids from my daughter’s school. It was a pretty cool little city.
We were there so the kids could attend Space Camp, but I was there
mostly to geek out on all the rockets and space stuff. (I hear you now,
Ron geeking out on space stuff?)
Bottom line, Huntsville is an aerospace hub, and home to cool shit like
Werner Von Braun’s work at the Redstone Arsenal and Robert
Goddard’s work and all that stuff. I mention this because, otherwise
it’s a pretty small place. And yet, OOTP calls it an Astronomical
market. Get it? Astronomical? Rockets? Apollo? I can elbow you in

the ribs if that would help.
By now you’ve pretty much got to be living in a missile silo to not know about Huntsville’s run to the
Landis last season. And you’ve got to have Teflon ears not to know that the blustery GM of the team has
his own brand of fake baseball, thank you very much.
The key word there is “fake.” You know where I’m going with this, right?
You’ve heard the not-so-tin hat conspiracy theory? That none of this is real? That Huntsville didn’t
actually win the Landis last season, that neither Juan Rodriguez (the 22 year old, nor the 27 year old)
actually plays shortstop? You’ve seen the news that last season’s baseball transmissions were all piped
in from Canada through a covert Russian surveillance and propaganda organization that thinks Sputnik
was a thing and is using it to mush our North American culture to bits and replace it with something
they call Dan Quayle potatoe fields and Ivodka Trump distillery network.
We’re not sure all those rumors are true, but then again, no one can prove them wrong.
And there is the “coincidence” that all this came about after the good ol’ ‘Merican Moonshiners went
away. It does make one pause to think, I suppose.
Or not.
All right, now. Where was I?
Baseball. Right. Hunstville Phantoms. Humm. Let’s take a look at the roster in OOTP.
Holy crap! Look at all those stars!
Prediction: 98-64

NEW ORLEANS CRAWDADS
General Manager: Jim Roberts
2028:

2029 Projection:

st

96-66, 1 Place FL Midwest, Lost Landis

That minor league system should
get everyone in the MBWBA a
little concerned...especially since
not a single guy on that list has a
bat or a pitch with the big league
squad.
Post subject: Crawdad
Chronicles 28.02 - Mission
2033

If the Crawdads were a movie thing, they would be those droid
warriors. You know what I mean, right? The rows and rows of
automatons that walk in lock-step through the battle field, gaining
ground every step, and as the first row gets mowed down, they second
row steps up and they just keep going on an on.
That’s the program here.

The organization has been under .500 for the year only three seasons
in the last 30, none since 2011. They won their division last year (and
the year before that), losing only to Huntsville in the Landis. The
crawdads have been to the playoffs 15 of the last 18 seasons. With a rotation that starts with Manuel
Ramirez, Miguel Datiz, and Luis Espinosa, and a bullpen anchored by Flint Colbert, they are poised to
make a similar run in 2029, and when you look at the organization all you see is droid prospect all the
way to the bottom.
Can you say model franchise?
I knew you could.
And it’s not like the bats are weaksauce. In Pedro Canales, Mark Dempsey, Arthur Norris, and Armando
Hernandez, the ‘Dads have four guys who can put up 40 homers apiece. Dave May and Thomas Fuentes
are threats to steal 30. Canales could lead the league in doubles, too. Defensively, the team is more than
solid.
The coolest thing is that this is all being done from the inside out. Mostly home-grown players, gently
filled by an outside if a crack happens to appear.
I mean, seriously. Android warriors. And that extends to the front office, who is sitting on a player
payroll of just under $100M, meaning they have cap space to add in case of emergency.
The issue that the Crawdads face this season is that the league’s realignment finds the Crawdads in the
same division as two Death Stars: Vegas and Huntsville. Hawaii is no slouch of stormtrooper, and
Birmingham is like that rebel force that’s always been capable of causing damage. So this year, we figure
we’re going to see just how well that android army would fare against a double deathstar, rebel force of
Stormtroopers. We’re figuring pretty okay.
Prediction: 90-72

HAWAII TROPICS
General Manager: Mike Bieschke
2028:

2029 Projection:

83-79, 3 Place, JL Pacific

82-80

rd

Jose woke up and just didn't feel
right. His shoulder felt like it
was on fire. Once he dragged
himself out of bed, he realized he
couldn't lift his arm. Since it was
an off day, he decided to keep it
to himself. A move he regrets
now.
Post subject: 2028/4 A Turn for
the Worse..

Hawaii, Land of Paradise. Land of rainbows and waterfalls and birds
of colors that have never been described. Also home to the baseball
team GMed by one Mike Bieschke.
Mike Bieschke has been a very busy guy this off season, trading like a
dervish and landing big name free agents. He’s claimed guys on
waivers and worked the International Free Agent market. He got two
guys in the Rule 5 process. He even designated guys for assignment,
for crying out loud.

This isn’t unusual for Bieschke. His family and his staff both know
him as a hard-working and dedicated GM. The Tropics have been over .500 for nine straight seasons,
winning their division in 2025 and 2026, and taking home that Landis in the glory of 2025.
And yet, for all that, some fans are wondering if Mike Bieschke is the right guy for the job.
Why is this, you say? Why would anyone question a record like that?
Thing is that while the Tropics GM had his nose to the grindstone, the league’s political wing went and
changed the map around him. Now the Tropics, once a force in the now defunct Johnson Pacific, find
themselves in the middle of what can kindly be called a Dog Pit in the Johnson League South. Now, the
club, which has always carried a perfectly find knife, finds itself in a gunfight. Fans look at the
competition and begin to wonder if the Tropics can make things happen this year or not, and when they
get to be a little down in the Mai Tais, they blame the GM.
Thing is, though, Hawaii has a nice little team here, especially the sticks. The Tropic offense, led by 3B
Joe Wilcox and SS Paul Backstrom, among others, is solid up and down the order. Catcher Jeremy
Carter is among the league best. With the signing of Emory Sharp to join Roberto Miranda, the outfield
is solid. Bill Amezaga will provide punch at DH. Jody Nunez can anchor a staff, and a few of the other
guys can throw a bit. The bullpen, with Breakwell, Limon, Watson, and Sanchez should hold up better
than the average bear.
But we all know the deal here.
Give us grass skirted Hula dancers at the mid-inning stretch. Give ups pineapple twists on our Big Gulp
Cokes, but don’t blow luau smoke up our tails. Hawaii is in with three of the biggest dogs in the BBA,
and it’s going to struggle.
Prediction: 82-80

BIRMINGHAM BANDITS
General Manager: Mike Calvaruso
2028:

2029 Projection:

75-87, 2nd Place FL Midwest

70-92

While a 36-36 record for some
would be scoffed at as terrible,
the rebuilding Bandits are more
than happy to stay in the race
for as long as the Baseball Gods
allow.
Post subject: The Outlaw
Chronicles 2028-5 Bandits
Improve

Every couple years the Birmingham Bandits stick their heads up out of
the sand, win 90 games, and go to the playoffs.
This is not one of those years.
I mean, come on. The Bandits 75 wins were good enough for second in
the division, but part of that is because Des Moines and Indy were
miserable. The team didn’t lose much in the off season, but they didn’t
exactly gain a ton, either—the OOTP system actually says they lost a
few tenths on the WAR-o-meter, but we’ll call it a wash.

One does not contend when you take a 75 win team into the new JL South and then don’t add to it.
So, no, we don’t see 90 wins in this team’s future. In fact, with wins in such short demand, we’re
wondering if 70 is achievable, this despite the fact that in Juan Jose Ornelas, Nelson Ramirez, and Juan
Rodrigues, the team brings what could be the very best three-man punch in the league to the table. The
problem, of course, is that three punches are not enough, and that after Jonathan Bowen, the Bandit
pen becomes problematic relative to the competition.
Then there’s the offense, which to be honest doesn’t look particularly offensive unless you use the word
to mean something that honestly offends. Birmingham’s 631 runs last year were horrible, and it doesn’t
look like it’s going to get any better. Juan Cruz should deposit his 40 homers, and Diego Moreno is a
pr0, but the lumber gets sparse after those two.
And when you look at the minors, you can almost get the idea that these guys are like Bandits at the
Alamo. Unless someone helicopters in a bazooka, there’s no help coming in the near future, and the
bigger gunned teams in the JLS have them surrounded.
I guess what we’re saying is that there’s a high likelihood that the guys on this team can go ahead and
make their October vacation arrangements without being too worried that they’ll have to pay any
cancellation fees.
So, in the end the only real question is where do you tag this team when it comes to wins. Can they make
70? In a normal division, I would say so, but there are only so many wins to go around. On the plus side,
the Bandits do get to play both Havana and Phoenix. Regardless, our guess is that this is going to be a
very tough year for them, regardless. Still, let’s take the easy way out:
Prediction: 70-92

HAVANA SUGAR KINGS
General Manager: Erock Genova
2028:

2029 Projection:

56-106, 4 Place FL Atlantic

32-130

th

I probably have a lot of weird
quirks. But they not weird to me.
Post subject: New Applicant:
Erock Genova

Poor Ingacio Rodriguez. Finds himself on what could be the worst
team in baseball, despite it being an expansion season, and locked
into what is nearly an untradeable contract.
Of course, there is no contract that is totally untradeable, but you get
the idea. He’s kind of like the Edmund Dantes in the Count of Monte
Cristo—signed with a fine enough team back in the days that they had
aspirations, and now finds himself locked up on a desert island,
presumably going somewhat mad. In this case, the island is Cuba.

Of course, maybe it’s not as bad as we make it out to be. The team is
under new management, with Erock Genova taking over. They signed Fernando Alaniz to give
Rodriguez at least a little company in the rotation. Carlos Villalobas will be the #3. He’ll occasionally get
someone out. Nitro Macias can throw 97 miles an hour out of the bullpen if there are any games to save.
The offense consists of at least three guys who are BBA hitters, Francisco Camacho being the bopper
and Dave “Dave Wilfer” Wilfer being the contact guy.
Insane fans might enjoy watching Chip Saunders play defense behind the plate. He is marvelous, and
there ought to be a huge number of runners for him to attempt to pick off. In fact, we’re of the
assumption that the Sugar King defensive plan is basically to intentionally walk as many hitters as
possible to give Suanders a chance to get them out.
But enough of the bullshitting about. This team is like a AA squad. I don’t think it can win the series
with Phoenix, better yet the top of the Johnson Southern.
It won 56 games last year in the Frick Atlantic, and now find itself in the hottest of waters. I mean, I
think Carlie Brown would throw a three-hit shutout against them. The Bad News Bears would beat them
even before Tatum Oneal got into her windup. The Cleveland Spiders would have cherished a game in
Havana for a lot more than the cane and the cigars. We’re thinking the bullpen may well include the
30th fan into the park every day, who will be signed to a rotating one-day contract, then release in an act
of mercy.
Prediction: 32-130

PHOENIX TALONS
General Manager: Sean Marko
2028:

2029 Projection:

Did Not Play

66-96

Wow, the Talons are back. I look
forward to posting my first team
news, detailing some of the
Talons' success in the old GBC.
Stay tuned.
Post subject: The Phoenix
Talons!!

Phoenix is going to give Charm City a run for best expansion team in
the league, and may well win it. Except, of course (to beat a broken
record), this division is going to kill their record.
That said, the Talons are a pretty good team, on paper anyway.
The rotation has Floyd Carter as it’s anchor. Carter doesn’t pass the
eye test, and he’s getting a little long in the tooth. But he’s had good
years. Like the entire rotation, he doesn’t give away many free passes,
and he limits homers—both of these will be important in the dry air of
Phoenix, whose park (Paul D. Lunn Memorial) is expected to play to

an offensive game.
EBA cross over Martin Ssempa is probably their #2, and Nathaniel Snow at #3. The water gets muddy
after that, and if a Talon fan is being honest, there’s not much in the bullpen right now.
Offensively things are a little better. There’s not a star here, though catcher Crime Spree Lawrence has
pretended to be one earlier in his career and some think Kal El still carries his cape with him on road
trips, just in case Lois Lane calls again—but seriously, Clark, that ship has sailed, and she only wanted
you for your bat anyway. What you have instead are a squad full of guys who can mostly play to the tune
of 2-2.5 WAR, so when you add them all together maybe you get 20-25 WAR, which should mean these
guys should win maybe 65 games, and then we see what the pitching staff does.
That makes us sound really SABR, right?
Like we have these equations we’re plugging into and making sure things line up—balancing opinion
with data, and throwing it all together to get the final answer.
Right.
Here’s the answer we get when we do all that. There is going to be pain in Phoenix, and while they will
almost certainly win more than Havana, and might—and we mean might—get lucky and actually edge
out Birmingham if their pitching does something bigger than we think, the Talons future is a little bleak.
Unless GM Sean Marko’s plan was to draft some guys he could trade later, there’s just not a lot to build
on here. So, really, does it matter what the club’s record is this year?
Prediction: 66-96

2029 FRICK LEAGUE HEARTLAND
The Heartland was built by removing Huntsville from the old JL Midwest, then adding back in
Louisville from the JL Atlantis, and Des Moines and Indy from the Frick Midwest. Throw in the
expansion gang from Twin Cities, and you’ve got the pudding about right.
The concoction this year finds Yellow
Springs, Louisville, and maybe Des Moines
on the rise, Madison and Indy in a bit of a
freefall (Indy much more than Madison…if
anything, Indy seems to have jumped from
the plane and forgotten their parachute), and
Omaha lurking in the shadows ready to
pounce, as the Barnstormers are wont to do.
It’s going to be interesting to watch the
histories of these teams unfold as the
personalities of the divisions’ GMs match
and clash in different ways. This is going to
be made even more interesting because the
Frick Heartland is home to the “poorest”
teams in the league. It’s average budget is
$101M, $5M less than the next highest
division (JLA at $106M).
So, yes, the future is interesting to think
about the present says this should be Yellow
Spring’s division to lose, but Louisville is
right behind, and Omaha or Des Moines
aren’t out of it.

Yellow Springs
Louisville
Des Moines
Omaha
Madison
Indy
Twin Cities

W
94
91
83
83
72
65
43

PROJECTED STANDINGS
L
PCT
GB
68
.580
71
.561
3
79
.512
11
79
.512
11
90
.444
22
97
.401
29
59
.265
51

2028
89-73
78-84
71-91
75-87
79-83
69-93
NA

RS
730
780
763
667
798
718
NA

RA
676
770
866
707
816
885
NA

YELLOW SPRINGS NINE
General Manger: Ron Collins
2028:
89-73, 2

nd

2029 Projection:

Place JL Midwest, Lost Doubleday

Let’s look at this question for a
minute: Is Arevalo the best
shortstop in the JLM? We think
the answer has to be yes.
Post subject: 9-Lives: 28.042 –
Is Juan Arevalo the best SS in
the JLM?

94-67

For most of Ron Collins’s tenure with the team, the Nine have been
about pitching, young pitching. That’s not going to change this year.
The rotation is built to win now. The bullpen will be anchored by
Ernie von Schledorn all season this time around rather than just half
the year, and the bullpen roles have been stabilized.
Beyond that, the team went out and spent a bit of money on a few
more guys who can hit a little, specifically steady first baseman
Newman Watson and DH Estaban Contreras.

Add this to the news that they were being assigned to the Frick League
Heartland Division, a group of teams in which they were the only one to post a winning record last
season, and you’ve got instant expectation. This is the team that should win the division, right?
Hmmmm…sounds good on paper, but then along came Louisville, and now you’re just not so sure.
“We’re staying with our program,” Collins said in his normal Ron Weasley way when asked about the
team’s plans to combat the Uprising of the Genius. “I just sent Tim (Sumner, Assistant GM) out to
Home Depot to get a can of Genius repellent…so far it’s working.” That said, the program is in
operation, and admittedly has seemed to work to some degree of perfection. The club extended star
pitcher Jose Chavez in the off-season, and has been able to leverage its young contracts to fill key roles
with shorter-term veterans this year. And the batch of kids headlined by Guerra, De Castillo, and Garcia
appear to be waiting properly in the wings. It’s almost like this was planned, anyway.
Talk is talk, though, and the fact this year is that Mario “Talk The” Gonzalez is not walking though those
clubhouse doors anytime soon, so the big question marks for the year will be “can the rotation (Lopez,
LaLoosh, Chavez, and Sanchez in particular) stay healthy? And will Randall Thomas throw well enough
to hold down the #5 slot?” This will tell the tale for Yellow Springs in 2029, and everyone knows it. Yes,
the offense will probably be okay—probably even better than last season, but this team is going to go as
far as its (now semi-young) rotation will take it.
Of course, we think it’s going to carry the team pretty far.
How far?
Well, let just say we’re think 95-67, and a division crown.
This year, anyway.

MADISON WOLVES
General Manger: Chris Wilson
2028:

2029 Projection:

79-83, 3 Place, JL Midwest

72-90

rd

Mr. Wilson, you've clearly just
made these articles up. There are
no records that Steve Hoffman
ever pitched in Madison.
Post subject: (+)That's What
Cheesehead: 28.09 - Dreaming
in Deja Vu

The once proud Madison franchise has not seen a winning season
since 2021, and the fans are not particularly happy about that. Which
means they are voting with their pocketbook, and in modern day
finance terms that means the team is feeling a pinch in the budget.
GM Chris Wilson blames the Fiscus fiasco.

Others look at the infamous Savage Salazar deal, that has only now
come to the point where he’s being paid a semi-reasonable fee. Yes, we
know he’s Superman. Yes, we would have loved to have him in Red
and Black, no we’re not claiming credit for destroying a division
mate’s finances for half a decade by forcing a three-season overpay rather than just two…not that there’s
anything wrong with that.
Bottom line, the Wolves are on a shoestring budget, but the fact is that this might be the best thing ever
for the club in the long run. Consider it the BBA version of a gastric bypass.
Forced to be frugal, Wilson is going out and finding bargains from the git-go. Guys like SP’s Tomas
Suarez at $4M and Peter Bryant at $1.4M. 2B Tim Bryant at $750K. He took a chance on Josh Rosser at
$3.2M for a couple seasons after Rossner stunk it up in Seattle for two seasons—but we need to
remember that at 31, Rossner is only a shade removed from solid seasons with the Mounties. Talk about
your rotation on a shoestring. The whole thing costs less than an Ace.
Offensively, the team added cheap infielders Lamberto Morra and Manuel Garcia, and then proceeded
to use Rule 5 to grab catcher Pablo Flores from Twin Cities…yes, they vulture an expansion team. Take
from that what you will, either it’s a sign of the destitute nature of the team’s infrastructure or a sign of
Wilson’s brilliance that has suddenly come to the forefront after the departure of the aforementioned
Fiscus.
Of course, all this slight-of-hand is great for the PR machine. The story of tightening the belts while the
front office gets the team back in alignment works for a while almost everywhere. But the ugly fact
behind the curtains is that other than C Luis Barrera (20, AAA) and 2B Mons Raider (18, WL) and a
couple interesting guys in the IC, there’s almost nothing left in the minors. We’ll see what the draft
bring s this year.
Bottom line, what we have here is Savage, closer Ruben Vargas, and a bunch of guys on threadbare
contracts. The good news is that this is a team that’s probably going to win more than many people
thing they will. The bad news, of course, is people probably expect the team to flat-out suck.
Projection: 72-90

LOUISVILLE SLUGGERS
General Manager: Stu Hopkins
2028:

2029 Projection:

78-84, 1st Place, JL Atlantic, Lost Cartwright

91-61

The Louisville Sluggers
continued their suspicious
interest in the exploits of teenage
boys, signing nine of the
available fifteen international
amateurs for a combined price
of $828 027.
Post subject: 2028.06 Slugging
our Weight Teeny-bopper
frenzy!

What does it says when the Vegas bookies are taking over/under bets
on the number of times Louisville’s GM Genius Hopkins gets thrown
out of a major league luxury suite for picking his nose?
We’re not sure, but that isn’t going to make the world any easier for
Slugger opponents this year.
Genius turned the magic trick of parlaying a horrific 78-84 record into
a division championship and a run that nearly netted the team a spot
in the lauded Landis Series, the dirty Sluggers taking the dastardly
Phantoms to seven games in the process.

Then they went out and used the off-season to build a rotation that could contend with Yellow Springs’
arms, nabbing Mario Gonzalez from the Nine themselves, and Manny Bautista from the Tropics, then
resigning their own free agent John Chandler to go with returning fire baller, Anastasio Quintana. These
guys can pitch. The bullpen isn’t as sharp, but it’s got Felipe Murillo at the back end, so it should be fine.
Offensively, you’ve got Leon Sandcastle (who is mostly so happy to be on a winner that he could
probably care less about the nasal pickings of his GM), Brian Clough and catcher Pauly Scholes to lead
the kiddies (who consist of a couple guys like Sean Maguire and Ramiro Marino…who broke his finger
this spring when he was allegedly trying to mimic Genius’s technique and got the cuticle caught in one
of Genius’s wiry nostril hairs.
What we’re saying is that it’s going to be a good year in Louisville despite the scandals that will almost
certainly follow the front office, or perhaps we should say because of those scandals? I mean, who
doesn’t enjoy reading about wild trips to the International Complex?
What’s even more hearting for the Slugger faithful is that this collection of guys has a gathering of
potential stars sitting right behind them in various forms of AAA readiness. This club may wind up
being the best show in town for a very long time. Much …er … bang for the buck, as it were. All Genius
seems to need is for a Brad and Angelina kind of a presence to pop up somewhere. Or maybe more like
Thelma and Louise, which does have Brad Pitt in it, too.
Come to think of it, has anyone ever seen Genius and Pitt in the same room together? Or Genius and
Angelina? Just sayin’.
Projection: 91-61

OMAHA BARNSTORMERS
General Manager: Fred Holmes
2028:

2029 Projection:

75-87, 4th Place, JL Midwest

83-79

"I knew if I went out and just
played my game that I would get
the call eventually. The brass
knows I can play anywhere in
the field and I was hitting the
ball well at AAA so I knew it
would probably only be a matter
of time."
Post subject: 2027.4: Talboom
gets the call...

We’re thinking the Barnstormers are the girl in the group of teen agers
who is just kind of there, and never gets hit on first because teen aged
boys are just all dumb as dirt that’s been run through the stupid
machine and don’t see that she’s both hot and smart and interested in
doing something great with her life. Of course, the quandary here is
that even if a guy were to see that, she wouldn’t have anything to do
with him because he’s a goddamned teenaged boy and is dumb as dirt.
I mean, why give him the time of day until he gets to at least 35 years
old and she can see if he’s gotten over his male pattern stupidity,
right?

Anyway, Fred Holmes is a helluva GM, and he’s got a team that’s still reasonably talented and a payroll
considerably considerably under budget. He’s used the off season to add a few pieces at very reasonable
prices like Bruce Wayne for $1.4M, SP Lienhard Zieff for a paltry $1M, and reliever Jose Garcia for
$1.2M. He acquired bullpen anchor Enrique Herrera from Louisville for essentially nothing. Herrera
has interesting stuff, and he costs only $2M. He signed catcher Luis Campos to a reasonable $6M per
season deal, with a team option after two.
Get the theme here?
All these guys have struggled recently, but under the veneer, they have had some fantastic seasons in the
Brewster. Talk about your hidden hot players, eh? Add these guys to rotation ace Enrique Gomez, SS
Valentin Colon, 2B Juan Pablo, and 3B Jorge Castellanos and you’re cooking with good old Nebraska
gas. Get the chemistry right, and you might just get an explosion.
No guarantees, of course, but here’s the thing: Omaha’s minor league system is chock full of interesting
guys at pretty much every level, and Holmes is a cagey guy. If the explosion happens in April and May
and these guys are revealed to be the real thing, maybe he parlays a few of those prospects into guys he
can plug in to run a weak Heartland table this year. Or, if the explosion doesn’t happen, he holds his
cards and plays them in 2030.
It’s an interesting gambit, really.
Regardless, we’re figuring we haven’t heard the end of the Barnstormers.
Prediction: 83-79

DES MOINES KERNELS
General Manager: Edward Murphy
2028:

2029 Projection:

71-91, 3 Place FL Midwest

83-79

rd

The Kernels are proof that Iowans love baseball.
After starting with only 4 wins
in two sims the call went out for
William Moreland. William
showed why he is the Kernels top
prospect.
Post subject: Arm & Hammer
Sim-3 2028-09

This is a franchise that hasn’t broken .500 since Obama was
president, and hasn’t won 90 games since well before Facebook even
existed. You remember Facebook, right? The company that existed as
a stand-alone before Zuckerberg and Bezos merged with Google to
become the BeGooBerg Surveillance and Super Store, where all your
desires are foisted upon you whether you knew they were desires or
not.

This is a fan base that drew over 3 million to see a team win 80 games
and finish 13 games out of the division lead. It’s a fan base that actually bets on the corn-cob race that
gets run at Flight 93 Memorial Park at the 7th inning stretch, and then cheers for the guys who lost.
And, let’s face it, 2028 wasn’t a good year for the Des Moines Kernels, so there was a lot of cheering for
guys who lost. This had to hurt a bit, especially since more was expected.
But let’s peel this ear and get to the silk.
This is William Moreland’s team now. The kid came up last year and blasted 29 homers and drove in 79
runs in only 482 PA. He dropped 3.1 WAR as a 21 year old on a bad team in about two thirds of a
season. This is what he was expected to do, and as a good kid transplanted into “Build it and they will
come” country, he delivered. Fans loved him. The team loves him. This is his team. Any doubt about this
came in the form of the team signing him to an inventive extension after that first season. Kudos to Mr.
Murphy there.
Of course he has help. Newly extended Cisco Arreola is the best catcher in the league not names Hinson.
Rafael Alicea’s 32 homers play just fine. Newly acquired Andre Wellington will add stability and some
veteran presence. The team scored 763 runs last year, which would have been 3rd best in the Heartland.
It will score more this year. The problem that straight-laced GM Edward Murphy faced was that the
team also gave up 866. Yikes. That’s some hella popcorn happening on the mound.
Enter 25 year-old Chris Lee, signed for $10M this year with a couple team options for a bit less. Cue the
development of Viacheslav Vasilyev, a right hander with a five pitch arsenal. On top of this, the team
spent the early off-season building stability among the staff who can actually throw. Add to this that the
minors are not totally barren, and you’ve got a team that can be dangerous for a few years, and maybe
sustain a bit. Given they play in the Heartland, we’re going out on a limb and projecting something over
.500
Prediction: 83-79, 3.5M fans

INDY GRASSHOPPERS
General Manager: Ben Teague
2028:

2029 Projection:

69-93, 4th Place FL Midwest

65-97

100 losses easy. Bet the over.

Post subject: Re: 2029 Indy
Grasshopper Preview

When we did the initial Indy preview, we dropped in this sentence:
“The bottom line is that ex-GM Fletcher Connor gutted the team,
which probably needed to happen. But the climb up was seriously
hampered by a questionable deal or two, and by the front office
taking a nap during Rule 5.”
There’s a lot going on in that sentence, and not all of it is good.

Ok. None of it is good, well, except for the “ex-GM” part, which is not
meant to be a dig at Fletcher, who ran the team the way he had it
planned out, but is instead a comment on the incoming Reign of
Teague II, which is likely to be give some pithy subtitle like “Just When You Thought Baseball Couldn’t
be Salvaged.” When it’s released as a major motion picture starring Eddie Murphy as Teague, and Owen
Wilson as “Donkey,” his loyal assistant.
The bottom line here is that this team is going to be bad, and even playing in the bereft Heartland isn’t
going to cover that up. Indy may well lose 100 games, and if they do they will be earned losses.
After a day in the front office, Teague announced publicly the desire to trade anyone in the organization
whose official birth certificate said they were over 20, specifically dangling stars Jeffrey Waller (which
makes sense, really…I mean, who needs an elite closer on a 60-win team?), and longtime Grasshopper
SP Fransicso Medina. Thirty-year-old outfielder Francisco Ramos and his $11M contract are certainly
available for next to nothing, as (we suspect) is 28 year old second sacker Jesus Martinez and his $6M
deal. This wouldn’t be a fire sale so much as a declaration of bankruptcy and the taking of a Mulligan.
If this happens, the team might lose 120.
And yet, perhaps that’s for the best.
For all the wheeling and dealing the previous administration did, the Rule 5 disaster has resulted in the
minor league system being essentially dry. The team’s international complex has a total of three 16 year
olds who look interesting.
Yes, Indy fans. This team is going to be bad. Next year’s may be no better. But Ben Teague is back, and
he’s not known as a guy who takes losing sitting down. Hence the parties and parades that were held on
Meridian Street when the club announced Teague II.
Prediction: 65-97

TWIN CITIES RIVER
MONSTERS
General Manager: Jeff Palin
2028:

2029 Projection:

Did Not Play

Who could be calling at this time
of day? <it's 11am...Mr Palin sets
his chair back up and furiously
wipes some sort of liquid goo off
the back of the chair>
Post subject: The
Commissioner Calls...again;
2029, V3

Looking at this team, I’m brought to mind that they are some kind of a
B-flick that stars an adorable little boy who goes to the creek and finds
some wriggling and festering monster land-locked, then saves it and
creates this special bond. I can see the scene, too, can’t you? Kid saves
the monster from the pitch-fork wielding locals and then, cradles the
thing’s bulbous head in his arms as he pets its eye ridge and says
“That’s all right, little dude. For a river monster, you’re really not halfbad.”
Then the credits run.

That’s the difference between fake real life and this fake movie in fake real life. These are the opening
stages of the season. The locals, pitch forks or none, have yet to attend a single game, and yet…well…
Yeah, they’re bad. I mean, shit man, these guys are River monsters fer cryin’ out loud, and you can pet
them all you want but you can’t make them hit.
Or pitch, for that matter.
Their best hitters will be Kirk Burkett, acquired from Seattle, and Luis Tejada, purloined from Yellow
Springs in the expansion draft. After that I guess you have William Kid and maybe Sam Hampton. Cesar
Colon will get an occasional hit, we supposed. Tejada can hit lefties, but the rest are going to be
hampered after hitting the ball by the process of dropping their bat and grabbing their walkers to help
them make it to first base.
They have a few arms in the bullpen who can get people out, but the way the rotation looks right now,
they will throwing in the third inning most days. Let’s face it, a rotation made of a stiff jambalaya might
fare better than whatever order you place Shaffer, Omoboni, Grant, and whoever else in. Some of these
guys may be serviceable in situations, but we’re talking the top of the rotation of a BBA team.
This is no movie. In the fake real life we’re in, the kid grows up and realizes that the river monster he
saved wasn’t so cute, after all. And so, against this backdrop we put forth the following wisdom: People
often say that the best teams lose 60 games and the worst teams win 60 games, and that the difference
is what happens in the other 40. The River Monster are going to prove them wrong.
Prediction: 43-119

2029 FRICK LEAGUE PACIFIC
Vancouver
Calgary
Long Beach
California
Seattle
Valencia
Edmonton

W
92
91
86
85
79
72
0

PROJECTED STANDINGS
L
PCT
GB
70
.567
71
.562
1
76
.531
6
77
.525
7
83
.488
13
90
.444
20
162
.000
162

2028
95-67
85-77
71-91
86-76
84-78
60-102
NA

RS
684
778
704
679
821
654
NA

It’s such a nice little division, isn’t it? Three
teams from Canada, three from California,
and then there’s Seattle. This was a pretty
simple division to see unfold—basically
take the two old Pacific clubs, and remove
Vegas and Hawaii. It does make one
wonder if Long Beach had stayed in
Tucson, whether that would have changed
anything.
The Frick Pacific is host to what is probably
the worst team in the league, the Edmonton
Jackrabbits, who, despite our projections
will probably manage to win a game. We’re
not counting on it, though. Beyond that
piece of trivia, though, we project the
competition in this division to be fierce.
Vancouver should probably win, but
Calgary is charging hard, as is Long Beach.
Both are better than you think. And
California is still California. So, in reality,
this is a four team scrum in which random
chance can take a bite out of anyone.
Seattle is probably taking a small step back, and Valencia seems to be shaking out of the
doldrums and making like a real team again.
It’s a hard cut to make, but right this minute we think it’ll be Cali who will wind up on the
outside looking in.

RA
600
722
802
609
886
859
NA

VANCOUVER MOUNTIES
General Manger: Brett Schroeder
2028:

2029 Projection:

95-67, 1st Place JL Pacific, Lost in Doubleday

92-70

Some of the pitchers got knocked
around and we did suffer an
injury as Lancaster is now down
for a few weeks. Although with
my manager refusing to steal
bases its probably not as big of a
loss as it should be.
Post subject: 2028 #7 Sim 7

The Mounties enter year three of Being There, and verily it is good.
The team won more games than it has in fifteen years, took what
turned out to be the FLP division crown.
Their GM, Brett Schroeder, is both one of the more outspoken
members of the league (how can you tell?) and a major proponent of
pitching and defense. Therefore, it’s not a surprise that the team itself
is bullish on pitching and focuses on the elegance of play on the pitch
itself (how international of me, eh? calling the field a pitch right here
in another preview of a Canadian team? Jeez, there’s a bunch of these.

The big deal here this off-season as far as Mountie fans have to be concerned is the acquisition of Elroy
Hinson, who is arguably the best catcher in the league—able to contribute both with the bat and leather.
He’s been averaging right about 6 WAR for the last six seasons, and he’s only 29. This is what’s known
in the business as a major score. Yes, it cost the team in prospects, but last we checked, there are a lot of
prospects, and only so many Elroy Hinsons.
In the quiet nooks and crannies of that deal the team also picked out RF Mark Sturdivant and CF Pierre
Cordona. Sturdivant is a solid-looking 23 year old who played to 3 WAR with Halifax last season, and
can handle the glove. Cordona is a respectable contributor from the right side of the plate, and can play
a solid CF. Note how similar these guys sound—contributor with the bat, contributor with the glove. It’s
almost like this Schroeder guy has a plan. Damn him. This is completely unfair, and I’m figuring a
petition to the league office in now required.
No planning allowed.
Exhibit B in this petition will surely be the Mounties’ rotation, which is filled with Guys Who Will …
Strike … You Out! As a sidecar, what they won’t do is walk you. There is an urban legend surrounding
the team that says any pitcher who walks more than one batter a game has to chip in to by the team’s
lunch tray the next day, and that the team purposefully gives contracts to at least one huge guy merely
to provide proper incentive (see Hinson, Elroy, 6’4”. 230). Admittedly, the bullpen isn’t quite as
impressive, but that’s like saying you think Scarlett Johansen isn’t attractive because … well … for some
reason that doesn’t make sense.
Offensively, the team is geared to make contact and run. This made sense in the old FLP, and it makes
sense in the new FLP.
So, what’s it gonna be?
Prediction: 92-70

CALIFORNIA CRUSADERS
General Manger: Ted Schmidt
2028:

2029 Projection:

86-76, 2 Johnson Wildcard, Lost in Geoghegan

85-77

st

Fans seem to have decided that
Diaz mixes his pitches better, but
Tonche has the more deceptive
change up. However, with the
trade, fans will no longer have
the luxury of debating he merits
of a Rolls Royce versus a
Bentley.

The Crusaders move from the Johnson to the Frick, but again find
themselves in a division filled with pitcher’s parks. We’re sure this
works for them. On the other hand, we figure just about anything
works for them. They are, afterall, in the 85 zone, meaning that for the
past six seasons you can basically write them down for 85 wins and
walk away.

Sure, they won 97 in 2027, but that was a pure lark. Even their
Pythagorean assessment said they were supposed to win 87. And sure,
in 2024 they won 84 games and still took home the Landis. Oiy! We
should be so mediocre, right? Interestingly, this “85 Zone” has been
enough to win the division three times. But, again, that was the Johnson, welcome to the Frick.
Post subject: California 2028.19
- Blockbuster Deal Brings
Workman to Cali

I’ll cut to the chase early, I think Ted Schmidt’s team is going to win 85 games.
Surprise, right?
They have the primary hallmark of a classic Cali team: outstanding top-end pitching with (again)
Ricardo Diaz (how is this guy only 31?), Luis Garcia, and Gerardo Castillo holding the fort. Li Beggs is a
passable #4. The moving along of Javier Tonche leaves the team looking for a little more of a #5, but
still it’s a good rotation. You really can’t do much better than Skip Glendenning in the closer role, can
you? And Terrence Miller and Angel River should suffice in the pen on most nights.
Most of the off-season roster changes came on the offensive end, the big ticket items being the signing
of shortstop John Galt, 1B Gary Knowles, and the trade for catcher Luis Hinojosa. They are all useful
players, more geared to getting on base than pounding the long ball. This is the Crusader way, it
appears, dink and dunk and run amok while the pitcher try to keep the door shut.
Apparently it’s been routinely interesting, because while the team has been in the 85 Zone on the
scoreboard, it’s been in the 3.5M zone in attendance—all of them probably sipping white wind between
innings and discussing the elegance of Ricardo Diaz’s motion and the beauty of that sac bunt Enrique
Rodrigues laid down last inning. Shame it didn’t score a run. We’re thinking things are getting ready to
be shaken up a touch, though, because the team is getting a touch up there in age, and the California
minor league system appears to be about ready to do some delivering.
Regardless, yes, we’re thinking this is a n 85 win team, and while I don’t think that will win them a
division these days, it should probably win a playoff slot, and then you just never know. Could it be
2024 all over again?
Prediction: 85-77

CALGARY PIONEERS
General Manager: Kevin Dickson
2028:
85-77, 2

nd

2029 Projection:

Place, FL Pacific, Lost Geoghegan

However, in 2028 Perez was a
disaster. He hit a feeble .185, 25
HR and 55 RBIs. His slugging
average was 230 points behind
what he hit last year. One of the
best pure home run hitters in the
league just didn’t produce
enough to keep him in the lineup
everyday.

Kevin Dickson seemed to treat the off season like a debutant goes
shopping, picking out a little here and a little there, mostly filler, and
mostly just because it’s fun.
Of course he brought back Hector Cano—as if that was ever in too
much doubt, Cano was asking a ransom, but the word out was that it
was a game he was playing to make sure Dickson felt the pain a bit.
Cano had a seriously sub-par season last year, but he’s still Cano,
sense of humor and all.

Post subject: Trail Droppings
2028-4 Perez Hero to FA

And the Pioneers also signed Bingo Long, and solid second baseman
Mario Murillo. And Cesar Valencia—yeah, it was like he was just
walking down the “Power Hitter” aisle, pointed to Valencia and said, sure, I’ll have one of those…does it
come wrapped?” For the bullpen he picked out John Woods. Holy crap that guy can throw a ton.
All right, we stand corrected, Kevin Dickson brought home the bacon, and any Calgary fan worth their
salt should take a moment to see it. The only contributor the team really lost was SP Fernando Alaniz,
who left for, uh … greener … pastures in Havana.
The bottom line is that this is a very good team. It has flaws, of course. It’s probably not in the BBA’s top
5, but it’s in that next layer. Maybe closer than either you or I think. What it lacks in elite superstars it
makes up for in a roster that can probably go a full 27 men deep with guys who can contribute. That’s
kinda fun to watch, really, as long as the clubhouse stays happy.
And why wouldn’t it be happy?
The club won 85 last year and has routinely been playing in the post season. In Cano, 26-year-old Mario
Balderas, and 28 year-old CF Mario Soriano, they’ve got a quality outfield (with Valencia’s help). The
infield of 1B Dan Leonard, 2B Murillo, SS Bilbo Baggins, and 3B Tony Franco, with pro hitter Mario
Garcia playing a lot is more than serviceable. The catching is done by Carlos Garcia and Rafael
Clemente, two good ones.
This is a team that can hit, and a team that can pitch. It’s a team that plays in a division it could win.
I don’t think it’s going to, though. I think it’ll be close, so close.
Prediction: 91-71

SEATTLE STORM
General Manager: Nathan Eagan
2028:

2029 Projection:

84-78, 3rd Place, FL Pacific

79-83

Seattle’s long slog of mediocrity
continued with a 5-4
performance in Sim 7
Post subject: Chasing The
Storm 2028-1 Sim 7 Review

Seattle’s GM Nathan Eagan signed infielder Vincent Kompany and
reliever Carlos Diaz. He also picked Karol Rook off the Phoenix club in
the Rule 5 draft, and made a pair of trades, giving up aging catcher
Kirk Burkett in favor of younger Jose Morales, and giving away two
young prospects for a pitching rotation in a can.
Okay, technically he got three starters and a pair of relievers, but we
like that “rotation in a can” line and used it anyway.
Sue us.

Overall, it seems that everything there made sense, but we’re pretty sure the fans were hoping for more.
It’s a strange situation, really. Coming from where it comes from, this is a fan base that is used to
winning a lot of games, but not a lot of divisions. So it’s a fan base that expects to win and compete and
be right in the thick of things, but has been generally okay with saying “wait until next year.” That’s the
prevailing wisdom, isn’t it? Give Seattle fans s decent team and a drum of Starbucks and they’ll keep
shelling out the dough.
Only …
It hasn’t worked that way. The Storm has seen its attendance drop for the past four seasons, from 3.4M
in 2025 to only 2.2M last season. That has to be distressing. What happens when Starbucks wears off?
What happens when the fans crash off the caffeine and find that the team isn’t winning like it should,
and this is a big deal because the team won 84 games last year, but that came while they outplayed their
pyth projection by 9 games. That’s right…good old SABR Pythagoras said the Storm should have won
only 75.
So, like seriously, what happens?
Because when we take a quick scan down the page, we see a team that after Roberto Ramos, has almost
no one who can hold a slot in a real rotation, a bullpen that seriously needed Sandoval’s help, and an
offense that should still be potent, but where more of the guys are above that 30 year old marker than
below it. And other than prospect Alfredo Contreras (who will be a marvelous starter), we’re not sure we
see anything on the horizon.
So, what happens when the team goes…
Prediction: 79-83

LONG BEACH SURFERS
General Manager: Stephen Lane
2028:

2029 Projection:

th

71-91, 4 Place FL Pacific (Tucson)
They say Christian Scott just
wants to make his mom proud.
We here at the Sun don't know
Ms. Scott, but we have our
doubts about whether she would
approve of her son's recent
behavior at a game between the
Stars and the Cactus.
Post subject: The Tucson Sun
2028.06 - Shortest Outing Ever

OOTP liked what GM Stephen Lane has done with the team, and
that’s before we even begin to talk about the whole “pack up your
cactuses and get the hell outta Tucson” thing. Which, let’s face it, is
probably huge. In one fell swoop, the club went from a town that’s
more known for a gunfight that happened maybe a hundred years ago
than anything else, to a place where the paparazzi spend days lying in
wait for superstars to show up in a new hair-do. In the process, he
invigorated an entirely new set of fans, reset his stadium fees, and
basically got to go to a bunch of Hollywood parties on someone else’s
dime. Tough duty if you can get it.

When he got to town, he did pretty much what everyone else does—started spending.
Fred Hernandez decided Long Beach was a great place to be, and accepted $12M a season to hang out
around Malibu. Freddie H just happens to be one of the better shortstops in the league, flashing a fair
glove and a near 5 WAR. At 33 he hasn’t shown signs of aging. He sent Hawaii a pretty fair prospect for
a pretty fair center fielder in Francisco Flores—a deal in with the Tropics agreed to pay half Flores’s
salary. Then turned a couple bullpen prospect into a left-handed hitting centerfielder in Romain Reyes.
And that was Just November.
$12M December dollars bought three more contracts, including SP Alfredo Salazar. Merry Goddamned
Christmas long Beach.
Then came January, the signing of a name IFA, and then “The Trade,” a deal that sent Gary Estes back
to Las Vegas for super prospect SP Julio Velasco (21), a solid lefty reliever in Jose Feliz (24), and
Antonio Valentin (21) who is probably a DH, but is the major league definition of a Hit Maker.
At that point, Lane presumably took a nap.
I admit I like Long Beach. And I like them a lot. Probably more than is reasonable when it comes down
to it. The fact of the matter is that the rotation could really use Gary Estes (like, uh, whose couldn’t?)
But that deal works for this year, and it works for next. It’s my opinion that Stephen Lane just schooled
all us GMs on exactly how to go about conducting an off season when you’re running a team that is on
the fringe of the outside, looking in. There is nothing about this organization that isn’t better today than
it was five months ago. Kudos to them.
The Cactus won 71 games last season.
Prediction: 86-76, post season, here we come

VALENCIA STARS
General Manager: Lee Honigsfeld
2028:

2029 Projection:

th

60-102, 4 Place JL Pacific

The Stars are having another
bad month and overall only 38
wins this season. Almost every
category the Stars rank last.
Also allot going on in the dugout
that will be addressed during the
off season.
Post subject: Valencia Stars: 3887 #9

No one is sure what caused it. Maybe it was the realignment that hit
the excitement button. Maybe it was the normal cycle of life that
causes such introspection to cause one to move, or maybe it was just
indigestion after a ballpark dog with too many jalapenos.
Whatever it was, Valencia faithful are hitting their knees these
evenings, taking a check of the cosmos overhead, and thanking the
powers above.

Valencia GM Lee Honigsfeld hit the free agent market like a whirling
dervish this year, picking up eight guys of various merit, probably the
most successful of which was starting pitcher Kevin Lee and closer Juliano Fallardo. Bottom line,
though, is that this was a useful infusion of useful to good players that Valencia needed in order to
convince people they are an actual player in the modern BBA. This is a club that went to the post season
8 of 10 seasons prior to 2023, but hasn’t sniffed 75 wins since then.
Suddenly the team can pitch a little. I mean, there’s no Chappel here. No Diaz or Estes, unless, that is,
22 year old rookie Mauro Flores does what the scouts say he can do. What can he do? Throw sic major
league pitches, to begin with. The kid is going to be a star, just maybe not this year. Or maybe. Who
knows? But he’s got a few guys with him that should work out okay. Lee, of course,, and Carlos Cortez.
Andre Jacobs should be serviceable. And with Fallardo and Vargas at the back end of the bullpen,
there’s hope.
Of course, for the Stars to win, someone’s got to score the runs, and we think that’s going to be the
problem. There’s the rub, as they say. There’s the fly in the ointment.
Outfielder Cody Smith will provide a little power. Longtime organization guy Terry Collins has proven
he can hit it a long way, but hasn’t really proven he can hit it, first…that said, he’s barely had the chance.
This season should see the arrival of last season’s first rounder, Harlan Moore. Who should be more
than adequate both in the field and with the bat. We suspect he’s got 30 SB speed, too. Maybe more.
Among the problems, though, is that Honigsfled field does its best to depress offense, and at present
there’s not a lot of offense there to begin with.
So, there’s still work to do. They’ve got maybe $10M in cap space left. We’ll see what they do with it.
In the meantime …
Prediction: 72-90 (12 game improvement, with a bullet for 2030)

EDMONTON JACK RABBITS
General Manager: Adam Dee
2028:

2029 Projection:

Did Not Play
The Edmonton Jackrabbits made
their first big acquisition this
afternoon. It wasn’t a highly
coveted prospect or a big-name
veteran, and he won’t be
throwing strikes or hitting
dingers. The first member of the
Edmonton Jackrabbits is Homer
the Homerun Ball.
Post subject: 29.02 Jacks
Announce First Acquisition

“New” GM Adam Dee made headlines when he arrived again, this
time chiming in from Europe where he ran a team so far into the
ground that the folded the league. The headlines were not about a
player or a coach, but was instead, all about Homer the Home Run
ball, the mascot for the team newly placed in Edmonton.
Wherever the hell that is. Canada again, eh? Sonofabitch.
Anyway, they plan to traipse Homer out there every game because the
field itself is so large you need a stout pair of field glasses to see the
right fielder from the press box. “We need something to do until
2035,” said one team insider, “which is when we’re projecting to win

our first game.”
There’s something to be said for reasonable expectations, and the good news here is that this team is
right on track to hit that goal.
While it’s not fair to say Dee has totally eschewed the big league club in favor of building the minors (I
mean, the team has a $48M payroll … so he has actually spent some money on the team, even if it is
$11M less than his next highest competitor), it is clear to even the casual observer that the team doesn’t
really consider winning to be much of a priority. Let’s just say that if Canadians are interested in booing,
they’ll get a good opportunity at a Jackrabbits’ game.
But we should be thankful for what we have, right? Like, Elmer Mould is a Jack Rabbit, after all. He’s
from Cedar Lake, Indiana, which I’ve been to, and which is just like the quaintest little fishing hole you
could ever want to visit. We’re sure Mould fishes there. You can get worms at any one of a hundred bait
shops in the area, and as I recall they all smell like cigarettes and Budweiser. And Michael Gamble (38)
just agreed to spend what could be his last season with the team. Gamble is one of those guys who has
been all over, including with Dee in Buffalo and Havana. You have to love a good reunion story. It’ slike
watching Timmy and Lassie come together again. It should be fun to watch Alain Pichon run, assuming
he ever gets on base. The guy is speedy as hell, but he’s 19 successes in his last 47 attempts. Shrug.
Prediction: Heh.

2029 Preseason All-Brewster Team
C: Hank Brewer (9/8/7/7/7 Ratings, .298/.354/.492, 37 HR, 141 RBI) (LV)
Now entering his third year in the Brewster, Brewer is the total package of offense, power and
defense.
1B: Juan Escobar (9/7/9/5/8 Ratings, .345/.397/.548, 226 HR, 936 RBI) (SEA)
It's not often that a two-time Silk Award winner can be considered "under the radar", but Escobar
is truly one of the best players of our generation who isn't talked about as much as he truly
deserves.
2B: Lucas McNeill (9/9/8/7/7 Ratings, .277/.361/.501, 33 HR, 122 RBI) (YS9)
Like Brewer, he's entering his third year and should only continue to get better following his
outstanding 2028 campaign.
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3B: Hunter Eisenhower (8/7/8/8/6 Ratings, .277/.364/.471, 235 HR, 760 RBI) (HNT)
A couple of seasons ago there were whispers that Eisenhower might be losing a step. His last few
seasons with the Phantoms have proven otherwise.
SD: Jared Gillstrom (10/7/8/6/7 Ratings, .289/.335/.496, 86 HR, 305 RBI) (MON)
Not only is Gillstrom head and shoulders above his peers at shortstop, he might be close to
making a case as the best all-around player in the league. I hate to rub salt in wounds, but every
time I see him it reminds me of a huge reason why Des Moines remains mired in mediocrity
while Montreal is a surging franchise.
viewtopic.php?f=31&t=16174&hilit=gillstrom
LF: Kade Cummins (7/9/6/5/7 Ratings) (LBC)
Pretty ballsy to pick a player who has yet to have a single Brewster appearance, and apologies
to Pedro Canales (8/8/9/7/8 Ratings, .305/.354/.576, 174 HR, 456 RBI) (NO), but Cummins
is going to be an impact bat and a good fielder from Day 1, which gives him a big advantage on
the slugging Canales who is simply one of the worst fielders at his position.
CF: Alfredo Martinez (8/6/10/10/7 Ratings, .274/.389/.573, 187 HR, 449 RBI) (LV)
Is there really a question here? Well, yes, there is. Center Field is the position in the league with
the most premium talent, but Martinez is in a league of his own. At only 23 years old with 187
homers already, he might have his sights set on a record or two.
RF: Mario Balderas (7/5/8/6/10 Ratings, .277/.326/.525, 41 HR, 122 RBI) (CLG)
As long as he avoids the sophomore slump, Balderas has the power and defense that sets himself
apart from his peers. Calgary has to be happy as they seem to have found the player to assume
the mantle from Hector Cano (7/8/8/4/5 Ratings, .284/.324/.558, 554 HR, 1491 RBI) has their
franchise player.
RH SP: Ricardo Diaz (10/7/8 Ratings, 145 - 96, 2.68 ERA, 0.97 WHIP, 2616 K)(CAL)
Pretty hard to go against Diaz, whose career ERA of 2.68 is frankly incredible given the era he's
pitching in. Oddly, Diaz has never won 20 games in his career. Is this the year?
LH SP: Gary Estes (9/8/8 Ratings, 175 - 101, 3.36 ERA, 1.11 WHIP, 2276 K) (LV)
After one year in Tucson, he's back with the Hustlers and all seems right with the world. Just 25
wins away from the magical 200 win mark and 224 K's away from the 2500 strikeout mark.
MR: Augusto Cruz (9/8/8 Ratings, 11 - 6, 3.10 ERA, 1.12 WHIP, 152 K) (LV)
Here's the best player on this list that you've never heard of. Last year he came into his own with
a dominant 0.85 WHIP. Cruz would close for 90% of the teams in the league.
CL: Skip Glendenning (10/8/8 Ratings, 75 - 53, 2.22 ERA, 0.98 WHIP, 1240 K) (CAL)
With every season, Glendenning comes closer to eclipsing Jason Egan for the title of Best Closer
Ever. 2.22 career ERA, 197 ERA+. Simply an incredible pitcher, one of a kind.
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Next Gen All-Star Team
All these years, and still the future looks bright. We’re talking, of course, about the kids, the guys
just emerging, the folks people are going to be talking about for years to come. That’s the thing
about baseball, right. It’s a thing based on time—the past is the past but it’s a beautiful past.
And the now is, well, it’s pressing in on us in ways that seem as sudden as a high heater.
But the purpose of the game is always tomorrow.
Let’s take a check in with beloved Commish, Matt Rectenwald as he take a check in on a few of
these players.

We all know who the current best of the best are, so let's take a look into Monty Brewster's
crystal ball and name the best of the best five years down the road (excluding established players
of today).
SP- Jimmy Greenwood (10/8/10 Talents) , Long Beach Surfers
Greenwood has long been atop prospect lists, the main question with him has always been
whether or not his changeup would develop. It started trending in the right direction last season,
as he enjoyed an unbelievable season at AAA (14-6, 1.59 ERA, 19 BB, 142 K in 221 IP). Look
for Greenwood to emerge this year as a solid starter, and then bloom into the league's best before
too long.
RP- Caleb Benavides (9/8/6 Talents) , Twin Cities River Monsters
An international free agent out of Puerto Rico, Benavides signed with the Madrid Matadors of
the EBA in late 2024. Through some growing pains over the next four seasons in the EBA minor
leagues, Benavides has emerged as a player that Twin Cities could really turn into an elite high
leverage relief ace.
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C- Don Logan (7/6/7/10/8 Talents) , Charm City Jimmies
Going into his age 23 season, Logan already has two plus solid seasons under his belt with the
EBA Amsterdam Neptunes. A lefty bat, Logan looks poised to emerge rather quickly as one of
the top offensive catchers in the league this year with the expansion Jimmies.
1B- Ettienne R. LaFitte (10/6/8/6/6 Talents), Montreal Blazers
The 2026 RCK Bo Jordan (8/10/10/9/6 Talents) Award winner in college, Lafitte was drafted
seventh overall by Montreal in 2027 and kept on hitting at the Rookie Ball level (with a brief
stint in A ball). The Blazers aggressively placed him at AA for the 2028 season, and he
continued to hit (.295/.376/.469/.846, 19 HR, 87 RBI). Lafitte looks poised to be the best first
baseman the Blazers have had since Hall of Famer Duane Whitley .
2B- Mons Raider (9/6/2/8/8 Talents) ,
Madison Wolves
The Wolves first rounder last season (#3
overall), the only question with Raider is if
his limited range will hold up at second
base. With his excellent hands (10/10) and
ability to turn the double play (10/10) all
signs point to yes. The bat will play
anyway, a speedy slap hitter who can be a
leadoff type hitter for Madison down the
road. Ignore his initial professional
struggles last year, Raider is going to be a
name to watch out for.
3B- Emilio Morales (8/6/10/3/10 Talents) ,
Indy Grasshoppers
A franchise in desperate need of something
to look forward to, Morales delivers that
anticipation in spades. Excellent fielder
with off the charts power, he's a few years
away but barring any setbacks he should
be a cornerstone for the Grasshoppers.
SS- Angel De Castillo (8/7/8/6/8 Talents) ,
Yellow Springs Nine
The 21 year old Dominican had plenty of
detractors in the scouting community, but
he's progressed not only to play a decent
shortstop, but to be outstanding at AA ball
last year (+11.2 ZR), winning the
Aramathal Glove Award at that level as the
best shortstop. It won't be long before he's
at the major league level, and his bat is
going to be good, too.
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LF- Kade Cummins (8/9/8/6/7 Talents) , Long Beach Surfers
The first overall pick last year out of college, it hasn't taken Cummins long to establish himself
in the pro ranks. First at AA, he batted .325/.392/.587/.979 with 15 HR and 49 RBI in just 252
at-bats, then at AAA over 221 at bats batted .321/.393/.489/.882 with 5 HR and 40 RBI. He's
ready to go this season as the next great LH bat in Long Beach.
CF- Jean-Luc Lacaze (6/6/8/7/6 Talents), Huntsville Phantoms
The story of Lacaze is well known by all league observers. The best player in the EBA last year,
went to Twin Cities in the EBA Dispersal Draft. The River Monsters then decided to deal him
off to the Phantoms in a package deal. Lacaze is not only a dangerous LH bat, which Huntsville
loves, but also a premium defensive center fielder. That's a rare combination in today's Brewster
Baseball Association.
RF- Carlos Gonzales (8/7/9/6/7 Talents), Long Beach Surfers
As good as Cummins is, the Surfers have an even more impactful LH outfielder in Gonzales.
This duo is going to be a force to be reckoned with for the next decade. Gonzales has nothing left
to prove in the minors, having been an All-Star the last two years in AAA, winning the Garvey
Jr. Batter Award in 2028 at that level. Look out, league.
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Hall of Fame
The 2029 Hall of Fame Voting is now complete, and in going back to a set ballot of fifteen
chosen players, the voting was extremely interesting.
Eight of the fifteen players received first place votes, and five of the fifteen received last place
votes. With 25 ballots received overall, 575 points were needed for election. Two players
received the needed 575 points and will gain election to the Brewster Baseball Hall of Fame.
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Jim Wilson, OF
Another new wrinkle to the Hall of Fame Voting this year was the Veterans Nominee. A player who
had previously not been elected and had used all of his eligibility is now able to be nominated to the
ballot for a one time only chance to gain election to the Hall. This year, that player was outfielder
Jim Wilson (.290/.344/.559, 535 HR, 1430 RBI) . Wilson cruised to election in his second chance,
gaining election with 646 points (1-8, 2-4, 3-3, 4-1, 6-1, 8-2, 9-2, 10-2, 11-1, 12-1). With the
exception of two active players, Wilson was the highest ranking player on the career HR
leaderboard to not be in the Hall of Fame (535, 14th place). Wilson will enter the Hall of Fame as
a Washington Bobwhite with 2228 career hits, 1430 RBI and 1202 runs to go with his 535 HR.
He won the Gillstom Award in 2003 with Washington. Wilson was chosen for seven All-Star
Games throughout his fourteen year career split between Washington and the Baltimore Monarchs. Unfortunately,
Wilson never won a Landis Memorial Series title during his career. Part of the reason Wilson didn't gain election
during his first cycle may have been his ineptitude in left field, posting a career -108.6 ZR at that position,
lowlighted by an amazing -31.7 ZR in the 2010 season. However, the voters were able to look past his deficiencies
(also including 2020 career strikeouts, 22nd all-time) and elect him on his strengths offensively.

Perry Eccles, SP
Sometimes it's difficult for Hall of Fame Voters to see the forest for the trees. There are certain
benchmarks that are real accomplishments in the current Brewster Baseball Association. The 200
Win Mark is that magical mark for a pitcher now. There have been pitchers in previous eras that
have 200+ wins that aren't in the Hall of Fame. Pitchers from the era of 2000-2020 are tricky to
access. They aren't the dominators of the early era (1973-1994). They aren't even the same as those
pitchers of today's era (2021-present). They become even harder to evaluate when they pitched
almost their entire career in the hitters paradise of the Frick League Pacific. Thus is the situation
voters had to take into consideration when assessing the career of one Perry Eccles (217 - 160,
3.93 ERA, 1.27 WHIP, 2816 K) . While he was never considered a Nebraska Award contender,
Eccles' career was one of consistency, and of winning. He was a four time All-Star, with 217 career wins. Starting
his career with the Las Vegas Hustlers, he won a Landis with them in 2008. Traded to Montreal in 2014, he went to
an All-Star Game with the Blazers in 2015, then was dealt to Calgary in 2016. He led the Marauders to a Landis title
in 2018, the second of his career. In 2019 against Des Moines, he pitched a no-hitter. In 2021, another Landis title
with Calgary, the third of his career. 2022 was a banner year for Eccles. In January, he signed a two year extension
with Calgary. On 5/21/22, he recorded the 2500th strikeout of his career. On July 1st, he won the 200th game of his
career. Then in November, he won the Zimmer Glove Award, the first time he'd done that. For the 2024 season, he
signed with the California Crusaders. Up to this point, Eccles had appeared in 487 games, and started all 487. The
Crusaders placed him in relief, a new role for Eccles. He pitched in 65 games, posting a 3.47 ERA, and in the
process won his fourth Landis title. The next year, at age 39, Eccles signed with Montreal and he pitched 45
workman-like games in relief, and called it a career at the season's end. 217-160, 3.93 ERA in 3415.2 Innings
Pitched. Some might point to his 3507 hits allowed or 369 homers allowed as reasons to deny his entry, others
would take the parks he pitched into consideration. His 2816 strikeouts are 22nd all-time. At 66.13 WAR, he's just
50th among pitchers all-time. There are several pitchers above him that haven't been elected. To make the inclusion
of Eccles even more controversial, he recieved exactly 575 points, exactly the minimum number of points needed
for election. Eccles will go into the Hall of Fame as a Calgary Marauder.
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The Rest of the Candidates:
530 points (45 short)- Jim Schmidt (206 - 109, 3.76 ERA, 1.36 WHIP, 2093 K) came just short
of election in the last year of his candidacy. While he had very high highs during his career, the
voters didn't see the consistency they needed to see. A strong future candidate for a Veterans
Nominee.
489 points (86 short)- Milt Linares, Jr. (.294/.349/.445, 107 HR, 829 RBI) still has four more
years left to try and gain election to the Hall. Voters have historically been underwhelmed by
speed and defense guys, and that's a travesty.
473 points (102 short)- Now that Wilson has been elected, his contemporary in the long ball
Terry Cochran (.285/.361/.502, 491 HR, 1502 RBI) becomes the poster boy for slugger
nominees. Four years left on the ballot.
378 points (197 short)- Also coming up short in his last year of eligibility is catcher Pedro
Berrios (.302/.339/.493, 263 HR, 1075 RBI). Since the beginning of voting in 1979, Hall of
Fame voters have consistently sold catchers short. Berrios had a case, but not strong enough.
361 points (214 short)- If you think speed and defense guys get sold short, don't even get closers
started. Lionel Sanguinacco (83 - 101, 2.85 ERA, 1.06 WHIP, 1522 K) is arguably the best of
this bunch. There's clearly a wide spectrum of the value of a dominant closer, as he recieved as
high as a first place vote, and as low as a fourteenth place vote. Too bad for Lionel, as he used up
his last year of eligibility.
297 points (278 short)- With three years left of eligibility, the case for Jimmy McCabe (155 - 94,
3.59 ERA, 1.22 WHIP, 1441 K) probably needs to be made much stronger and much more
vocally. He doesn't have the lengthy body of work that others have, but his peak- boy what a
peak. Three Nebraska Awards- pantheon awards that no other player on this ballot can even
come close to boasting.
291 points (284 short)- I'm not sure what else I can say about Paul Hogan (80 - 72, 2.90 ERA,
1.28 WHIP, 1170 K) and his worthiness for the Hall. He'll have one more shot to make it next
year, and I can't say I'm encouraged about his prospects.
280 points (295 short)- Five more years left on the ballot for Carlos Altavista (72 - 71, 2.95
ERA, 1.09 WHIP, 1183 K) , and because of that he might have as good of a chance as any
reliever to gain election someday.
275 points (300 short)- That's the end of the road for the candidacy of Jonathan Sorensen (79 88, 2.91 ERA, 1.19 WHIP, 1172 K) , who was very good and had a long, memorable career.
271 points (304 short)- Joey Rosko (.291/.345/.492, 292 HR, 910 RBI) and his Giant Head has
seven more years to gain some steam. Two Silk Awards- no one else on the current ballot could
claim that much peak value among batters. He and McCabe really need more respect- and where
is their GM Jim Roberts) to lead this cause?
265 points (310 short)- Kevin Minuso (.289/.380/.412, 88 HR, 546 RBI) is an interesting case for
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several reasons. His 53.9 WAR was third among batters on the ballot. Higher than Rosko,
Thorne, and even significantly higher than Wilson, for pete's sake. Valencia has never had
ANYONE elected to the Hall of Fame. Why doesn't Minuso get more love? 88 career homers,
probably. His relatively short career (12 years) probably. The voters discrimination against
speed/defense players, probably. Can he beat Jason Dunn as the first Valencia player elected to
the Hall of Fame? Early returns say no, but he has five more chances.
231 points (344 short)- The voters response to Pedro Espin (70 - 66, 2.77 ERA, 381 SV) was
confusing. His 21.3 WAR was second only to Sanguinacco among the closer candidates. He was
elected to seven All-Star Games. While he did have the lowest save total among the candidates
(with a mere 381), he had the lowest ERA of any candidate (2.77) and the highest ERA+ (184).
Why was he way down here in fourteenth place? Six more chances for election, and I fully
expect him to gain some steam.
188 points (387 short)- In a voting season when there were a spectrum of opinions, the opinions
were strong on the case of Eric Thorne (.263/.333/.462, 256 HR, 914 RBI) (or lack of case, shall
I say). He was voted last in 10 of 25 ballots, and no higher than seventh on any ballot. This is not
to say Thorne is a bad player, he wasn't. He just didn't hit any hot buttons across the board. He
does have three seasons of eligibility left, but seems a strong candidate to be dropped off the
ballot altogether.

FINAL VOTING TALLIES
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Hall of Fame Trivia
1. Which position is the least represented in the Hall of Fame currently?
2. There is only one of the original 24 franchises who is not represented in the Hall of
Fame. Name them.
3. After Dickey Brinkman was elected as the first Catcher in the Hall of Fame in 1987,
another catcher wasn’t elected until 2011. Who was he?
4. What two positions (tied, both in 1992) were the last to be represented in the Hall
of Fame? Bonus Points if you can name the players.
5. Who was the very first player to be elected to the Hall (1979)?
6. Who has the most Triples of any Hall of Famer?
7. Charles Puckett has the most WAR (174.3!) of any Hall of Fame Batter. Who is
second?
8. What franchise has the most Hall of Famers (8)?
9. There are four EBA Hall of Famers. Who are they?
10. Other than the four EBA players, which batter has the lowest WAR of all Hall of
Fame batters?
11. Which pitcher has the lowest WAR of all Hall of Fame pitchers?
12. Name the three Hall of Fame pitchers with a winning percentage below .500.
13. There is only one Hall of Fame batter (excluding EBA players) with a batting
average less than .250. Who is he?
14. There are only two Hall of Fame batters (excluding EBA players) with less than 50
homers in their career. Who are they?
15. Who has the lowest OBP of all Hall of Fame batters?
16. This Hall of Fame pitcher has the most walks (by far, with 1513) of all pitchers.
Who is he?
17. This Hall of Fame pitcher has allowed the most hits (3893) of all pitchers. Who is
he?
18. There are two Hall of Famers with 140 or more wins and 90 or more saves. Who
are they?
19. This Hall of Fame pitcher has the most losses (191) of all pitchers. Who is he?
20. This Hall of Fame pitcher has the most complete games (by far, with 151) of all
pitchers. Who is he?
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Answer Key:
1) Left Field (5)
2) Valencia Stars
3) Riley Hinson
4) 1B (Bombo Vadabonceour) and 2B (Ryoko Masaki)
5) Vernon Simpson
6) John Bockus
7) Steve Collins
8) New Orleans Crawdads
9) Jean-Marc Fraysse, Brad Sharples, Julio Chacon, Jody Browne
10) Dickey Brinkman
11) Gunga Oogulagunga
12) Brendan Meyer, Gunga Oogulagunga, Damon Lombardi
13) Jack Hanski
14) Eric Martin, Willie Mays Hayes
15) Joe Belinda
16) Fernando Huertas
17) Robbie Sargent
18) Ken Howell and Heath Rockefeller
19) Ryan Dunne
20) Christopher Stoller
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By The Numbers

2028 Johnson League
Ironmen (162 Games Played): Rupert Grant (MAD), Albert Tas (HFX), Fernando Moreno (HNT), Dusty
Rhodes (MAD), Cris Vazquez (CAL), Brian Whitten (OMA), Edgardo Jaso (HAW), Stelio Kontos (VAN)
Most At-Bats: Steve Dempsey (MAD), 679
Most Runs: Lucas McNeill (YS9), 114
Least Runs (502 AB): Luke Jordan (YS9) and Doug Kendall (CAL), 52
Most Hits: Steve Dempsey (MAD), 217
Least Hits (502 AB): Marceau Dubois (JAX), 111
Most Doubles: Steve Dempsey (MAD), 54
Least Doubles (502 AB): Rupert Grant (MAD), 14
Most Triples: Valentin Colon (OMA), 14
Most Homers: Fernando Moreno (HNT), 47
Least Homers (502 AB): Armando Castaneda (OMA)
Most RBI: Fernando Moreno (HNT), 136
Least RBI (502 AB): Valentin Colon (OMA), 40
Most SB: Roberto Miranda (HAW) and Steve Dempsey (MAD), 47
Most CS: Julio Castillo (LOU), 22
Least CS (20+ SB): Manuel Freyta (MAD) and Chris Workman (CAL), 4
Most BB: Fernando Moreno (HNT), 137
Least BB (502 AB): Francisco Ruiz (OMA), 5
Most SO: Domenic Wyatt (HFX), 201
Least SO (502 AB): Dusty Rhodes (MAD), 23
Highest BA: Holden Blackwell (BRK), .332
Lowest BA (502 AB): Marceau Dubois (JAX), .215
Highest OBP: Fernando Moreno (HNT), .422
Lowest OBP (502 AB): Edgardo Jaso (HAW), .267
Highest SLG: Armando Reyes (CAL), .588
Lowest SLG (502 AB): Armando Castaneda (OMA), .356
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Highest OPS: Fernando Moreno (HNT), .991
Lowest OPS (502 AB): Doug Kendall (CAL), .658
Highest WAR: Fernando Moreno (HNT), 7.1
Lowest WAR (502 AB): Thomas Lawson (HAW), -0.6
Most Wins: Tully Crow (VAN), 18
Most Losses: Jose Garcia (BRK), 17
Highest Win Pct (min 10 decisions): Fernando Moran (HNT), .818
Best ERA (162 IP): Manny Bautista (HAW), 2.58
Worst ERA (162 IP): Domingo Hernandez (HFX), 5.60
Games Pitched: Reynaldo Garza (HNT), 89
Games Started: Tully Crow (VAN) and Ricardo Diaz (CAL), 34
Complete Games: Anastasio Quintana (LOU), 7
Shutouts: Liam Pringle (JAX), Juan Hernandez (VAN), Ramon Farias (JAX), and Jose De La Cruz (LOU), 2
Saves: Felipe Soto (VAN), 44
Innings Pitched: Anastasio Quintana (LOU), 239.2
Most Hits Allowed: Ramon Farias (JAX), 265
Least Hits Allowed (162 IP): Juan Jose Eilzando (OMA), 144
Least ER Allowed (162 IP): Antonio Correa (VAN), 58
Most ER Allowed: Andy Cantrell (JAX), 118
Least HR Allowed (162 IP): Juan Jose Eilzando (OMA), 8
Most HR Allowed: Alfredo Granados (VAN), 38
Least BB Allowed (162 IP): Marcos Villegos (MAD), 29
Most BB Allowed: Juan Jose Eilzando (OMA), 161
Least Strikeouts (162 IP): Ramon Farias (JAX), 80
Most Strikeouts: Anastasio Quintana (LOU), 274
Highest WAR: Anastasio Quintana (LOU), 6.3
Lowest WAR (162 IP): Alfredo Granados (VAN), 0.0

2028 Frick League
Ironmen (162 Games Played): Alfredo Gonzalez (ATC), Jesus Gonzales (SEA), Cisco Guerrero (MTL),
Newman Watson (CAR), Frank Thomas III (CAR)
Most AB: Newman Watson (CAR), 672
Most R: Alfredo Martinez (LV), 141
Least R (502 AB): Iran Brito (HAV), 50
Most H: Juan Escobar (SEA), 227
Least H (502 AB): Bryan Vogel (CLG) and Raul Gonzales (IND), 125
Most 2B: Juan Castillo (CAR) and Fred Hernandez (NO), 51
Least 2B (502 AB): Leon Martinez (BIR) and Mario Soriano (CLG), 14
Most 3B: Anastasio Santana (MTL) and Juan Fernandez (MTL), 12
Most HR: Pedro Canales (NO), 50
Least HR (502 AB): Jesus Martinez (IND), Anastasio Santana (MTL), Mario Soriano (CLG), 2
Most RBI: Antonio Sanchez (ATC) and Jared Gillstrom (MTL)
Least RBI (502 AB): Mario Soriano (CLG), 30
Most SB: Alfredo Martinez (LV), 50
Most CS: Alfredo Martinez (LV), 20
Least CS (20+ SB): Tomas Fuentes (NO), 3
Most BB: Alfredo Martinez (LV), 149
Least BB (502 AB): Iran Brito (HAV), 19
Most K: Esteban Contreras (TCS), 166
Least K (502 AB): Mario Soriano (CLG), 26
Highest BA (502 AB): Juan Escobar (SEA), .372
Lowest BA (502 AB): Raul Gonzales (IND), .218
Highest OBP (502 AB): Juan Escobar (SEA), .435
Lowest OBP (502 AB): Bryan Vogel (CLG), .261
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Highest SLG (502 AB): Juan Escobar (SEA), .654
Lowest SLG (502 AB): Raul Gonzales (IND), .326
Highest OPS (502 AB): Juan Escobar (SEA), 1.089
Lowest OPS (502 AB): Raul Gonzales (IND), .609
Highest WAR: Juan Escobar (SEA), 8.6
Lowest WAR (502 AB): Iran Brito (HAV), -1.4
Most Wins: Esteban Gil (TCS), 19
Most Losses: Francisco Medina (IND), 20
Highest Win Pct (min 10 decisions): Esteban Ortiz (CLG), .769
Best ERA (162 IP): Esteban Gil (TCS), 2.89
Worst ERA (162 IP): Carlos Cortez (BIR), 5.75
Games Pitched: Stuart Pearce (SEA), 81
Games Started: Ignacio Rodriguez (HAV) and Francisco Medina (IND), 36
Complete Games: Leon Flores (MTL), 11
Shutouts: Several with 2
Saves: Stuart Pearce (SEA), 48
Innings Pitched: Leon Flores (MTL), 249.2
Most Hits Allowed: Francisco Medina (IND), 291
Least Hits Allowed (162 IP): Juan Rodriguez (BIR), 160
Most Earned Runs Allowed: Francisco Medina (IND), 136
Least ER Allowed (162 IP): Juan Rodriguez (BIR), 66
Most HR Allowed: Francisco Medina (IND) and Anastasio Vazquez (IND), 39
Least HR Allowed (162 IP): Jorge Stanza (MTL), 7
Most BB Allowed: Lorenzo Pena (SEA), 122
Least BB Allowed (162 IP): Nelson Ramirez (BIR), 22
Most K: Miguel Datiz (NO), 269
Least K (162 IP): Edward Davis (SEA), 80
Highest WAR: Juan Jose Ornelas (BIR), 6.7
Lowest WAR (162 IP): Anastasio Vazquez (IND), -0.1
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Learn Something New Every Day
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Thanks for reading!
MORE People Who Have Not Advertised With Us
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Here’s To Another Fantastic
Season!

